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Front illustration:
Part of the time spectrum of the monochromatic polarized neutron beam after transmission
through the picture frame FeSi crystal. The neutron intensity is measured by means of the
three-dimensional time-dependent neutron depolarization technique. The intensity
modulations are caused by the motion of a 180-degree domain wall during the magnetization
reversal process described by the sandwich model.
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I. Preface and Guide

Polarized thermal neutrons and in particular the three dimensional neutron

depolarization technique are very suitable in investigations of solid state

magnetism. A magnetic field or a magnetization acts on the magnetic dipole

moment of the neutron in a way such that the polarization direction of the

neutron beam precedes with the Larmor precession frequency around the field

or the magnetization. Besides many materials are transparent to neutrons

due to their high, penetrating power.

The three dimensional neutron depolarization technique makes use of the

possibility to adjust the polarization direction of a monochromatic neutron

beam in three orthogonal directions. After transmission through a specimen

the degree of polarization can be measured in three orthogonal directions

successively.

The technique applied in this way gives both qualitative and quantitative

information about magnetic properties within the entire volume of the specimen

investigated. The mean magnetic domain size, the direction and amplitude of

the mean magnetization of the specimen and the direction and amplitude of the

spontaneous magnetization within the domains can be measured in a static way

as a function of the applied magnetic field strength, the temperature and the

tensile stress.

The aim of the research project discussed in this thesis is to extend the

static neutron depolarization method to a technique by means of which the time

dependence of magnetic phenomena can be studied. The project has been divided

into two parts on each of which about two years have been spent. The first part

deals with the construction of the experimental set-up for automatized time-

dependent neutron depolarization measurements. In doing this we were fortunate

that use could be made of the simultaneous development of the computer aided

multi-user regulating and measuring system around the PDP 11/70 of the Inter-

universitair Reactor Instituut. The details of the experimental set-up for
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time-dependent neutron depolarization measurements and the automatic calibra-

tion procedure for three dimensional neutron depolarization measurements are

given in chapter five and six respectively. The experimental results discussed

in this thesis could become available in so much detail because of the develop-

ment of such a measuring system.

The second part of the project contains experiments applying the newly deve-

loped time-dependent neutron depolarization technique. Starting the new

technique of time-dependent measurements on domain structures i t is advantageous



to choose simple experimental conditions. They have been realised by investi-

gating the domain structure of a picture frame FeSi single specimen which only

contains large domains with 180 and 90 degree walls as a function of an

applied magnetic field- This crystal with (010)L001] orientation and 3.5 weight

pet. Si was kindly put at our disposal by Dr. M. Schlenker, Laboratoire de

Magnetisme, CNRS-ILL, Grenoble, France.

Before time-dependent measurements with the crystal were performed, the

static properties of the picture frame relevant for neutron depolarization

measurements have been investigated . These properties are treated in

chapter two. The same picture frame crystal has been used by J.L. Porteseil

in his investigations on the Barkhausen effect .The domain structure on the

surface of the crystal was observed visually by means of the magneto-optic

Kerr effect and it appeared to be of high quality. In one of the long legs a

straight 180 degree wall with a total length of about 10 mm was found to be

present. The investigations on the motion of a 180 degree wall have been

carried out in this part of the crystal. The high quality of the picture

frame crystal has also been verified by means of Laue diffraction measurements,

the results of which indicated that the crystallographic orientation (010)[001]

was parallel to the cubic dimensions within 0.3 angular degree and that the

surface deformation of the picture frame was small. The disadvantage of thick-

ness variations of 20% found to be present in the crystal was that, in order to

avoid depolarization of the neutron beam, measurements could only be performed

with the use of a 0.2 mm narrow slit reducing the counting rate of the neutrons.

On the other hand the advantage was that by shifting the slit across the long

leg is was possible to choose the most suitable rotation angle of the polari-

zation vector for the experiments.

Chapter three and four deal with the preliminary time-dependent experiments

with the picture frame. The magnetization reversal process in the specimen has

been investigated as a function of the strength of the magnetic field applied.

At fields below 20 Am in the so called low field range, the deformation of a

180 degree wall as a function of the driving field has been studied with the

new Technique and compared with model calculations known from literature. The

domain wall deformation during motion is of interest in the discussion about

the origin of the anomalous loss in transformer steel. In the high field range

above 470 Am which is preliminary discussed in chapter four, eddy currents

play an important role in the magnetization reversal processes .

The experiments at low applied fields have been extended and partially repea-

ted in chapter seven in order to obtain detailed information about the motion of

the domain wall. The velocity and deformation as a function of the applied



f i e l d , and the mobili ty cf a 180 degree domain wall were subjects of inves-

t i g a t i o n . In chapter e ight the d i s t i n c t stages and predominant mechanismes

of the high f i e ld magnetization reversa l process of the p ic ture frame are

given. The time duration of the reversa l stages as a function of the f i e ld

applied and the ef fec t of the eddy currents on moving walls as a function

of the pos i t ion of the wall in the specimen have been s tudied. The onset

to the inves t iga t ion of the reversal processes in the intermediate f i e l d

range between 20 and 470 Am is contained in both chapter seven and e igh t .

The thes i s is composed of a l e t t e r and a number of papers on the sub jec t ,

which have been published or w i l l be published separate ly in the l i t e r a t u r e .

The sequence of chapters two up to eight i s chronological . The work has been

f inanc ia l ly supported by the Foundation for Fundamental Research of Matter ,

the Netherlands.
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The simple domain structure of a FeSi picture frame crystal (3.S wt.% Si) has been investigated by means of the neutron
depolarization technique. This technique is based on a three-dimensional analysis of the polarization of a polarized neution
beam after transmission through the specimen. The influence of the domain walls and the stray fields around the crystal on
the various neutron polarization directions is discussed. By changing the neutron path through the crystal, the spontaneous
magnetic induction has been obtained: B s = 2.1 Vs/m2. The results of these experiments will be used in time-dependent
neutron depolarization measurements.
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1. Introduction

When a polarized neutron beam passes a magnetic
field, the polarization vector turns around the field
with the Larmor precession frequency. In the neutron

Fig. 1. Dimensions, ciystallogiaphic orientation and domain
structure of the FeSi picture frame crystal.

depolarization technique discussed in earlier papers
[1,2] , this phenomenon is used to obtain very detailed
information about the magnetic state of a magnetic
material through which the polarized neutrons are
transmitted.

The experiments described in this contribution have
been performed using the experimental set-up describ-
ed in ref. [1] . This apparatus makes it possible to
choose the polarization direction of the incoming
neutron beam along any axis of the laboratory system
(x,y,z). After transmission through a ferromagnetic
sample which may depolarize the beam, the compo-
nents of the polarization vector along the x,y and z
axes can be measured. In this way, a (3 X3) depolari-
zation matrix can be obtained, for which the conven-
tion is made that theyx element, for example, means
that the incoming polarization direction is in the x
and the analyzing direction along they direction. The
aim of the present investigation is to make a study of
the simple domain structure of a FeSi picture frame
crystal (3.5% Si). This crystal of dimensions
( 1 5 X 1 0 X0.34) mm3 has been borrowed from Dr.
M. Schlenker, Lab. de Magntftisme, Grenoble, and pos-
sesses the domain structure drawn in fig. 1. The cryst-
allographic orientations are also indicated in the fi-
gure. The second part of the experiments consists of
the measurement of the spontaneous magnetic induc-
tion of the crystal.
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2. Experiment I

In this experiment the simple domain structure in
one long leg of the picture frame crystal has been in-
vestigated. The experimental setup and the results are
given in fig. 2. The polarized neutrons with a wave-
length of 1.6 A were travelling in the x direction. The
crystal has been placed in the y—z plane perpendicular
to the neutron beam with the long side in the z-direc-
tion. The direction of the magnetization in the domains
of the crystal leg was in the +z or the -z direction, as
observed by Schlenker and Porteseil [3]. A rectangular
cadmium slit has been placed in the neutron beam just
in front of the crystal to limit the neutron beam into
an area of (0.3 X9) mm2 at the position of the crystal.
The slit has been moved in the y direction by means
of a micrometer device with an accuracy of 5 jum as
indicated in fig. 2.

Scanning the long side of the crystal in this way, the
detector intensity for three polarizer-analyzer ad-
justments has been measuied, from which the polariza-
tion Dij can be determined:

Du = U-h'if = x, y or z), 0)

where / s is the intensity of a fully depolarized beam (shim

intensity), /,y the intensity with the i,j analyzator-polar-
izator adjustment, and / m the intensity of the polarized
beam without depolarization of the sample (£>,,• = 1).

3. Results and discussion

In fig. 2. the intensity of the v :< adjustment has
been plotted against the position y. The long side of
the crystal has been located at various discrete posi-
tions between the y coordinates of the slit at 5.00 and
7.85 mm. Outside the crystal 0' < 5.00 mm or y >
7.85 mm), the yx element is not influenced by the
crystal and the measured intensity is the shim intens-
ity, /s, as expected for an incoming polarization direc-
tion perpendicular to the analyzing direction. Fig. 2
shows a minimum for theyx intensity between 5.00
and 5.80 mm and a relative maximum between 5.80
and 7.85 mm, which can be attributed to the presence
of two domains with opposite magnetization. To ex-
plain this, one should realize that the x polarization
has been turned by the z magnetization of the first
domain around the z-axis resulting in an intensity
lower than /s (positive Dyx). In the second domain
the x polarization has been turned in the opposite
direction, so we measure an intensity higher than / s

:ANNING
DIRECTION

is MO fir
Fig. 2. Intensities of the three analyzer-polarizer adjustments measured with a neutron slit of (0.3 x 9) mm2 scanning die
long side of the picture frame crystal, as indicated in the figure. (/ shim = 's)-
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(negative Dyx). The interval in which the intensity
is increasing or decreasing at y = S.60-5.90 mm,
and at y = 5.00-5.30 mm, respectively, is in agree-
ment with the resolution caused by the finite width
of the slit. The wall between the domains a t / =
5.75 mm is straight within the limits of the slit
*idth. The decreasing intensity at>> = 7.30-7.85 mm
may be caused by the beginning of a third domain,
an oblique wall, or thickness variations in the crystal.

The zz element is not affected by a magnetization
in the +z or -z direction. When no depolarization oc-
curs, the apparatus is constructed to give a low intens-
ity for the zz adjustment. Looking at the curve of the
zz intensity in fig. 2, we see for.v inside the crystal in-
deed an intensity a little bit higher than the minimum
value outside the crystal. On the contrary, on the edges
of the crystal (y = 5.00 and 7.85 mm), we observe sharp
(within the slit width of 0.3 mm) maxima due to the
stray fields perpendicular to the + or - z magnetiza-
tion. These sharp maxima are therefore very good
indicators for the position of the edges of the crystal
and for this reason they have been used in all following
experiments for the positioning of the crystal. In the
plot we see, furthermore, two smaller maxima {y =

5.80 and 7.50 mm) which are attributed to depolari-
zation due to stray fields around the domain walls in
the crystal.

In order to get an impression of the thickness
variations the xx element has been measured (fig. 2).
This element does not depend on the +z or - z mag-
netization in the crystal [cos(-0) = cos(+$)]; for y
greater than 6.80 mm, we see a gradual intensity de-
crease due to small thickness variations. This last
measurement requires knowledge of the thickness
of this long side of the crystal.

The thickness of the long side of the crystal has
been measured by means of a microscope with the
possibility to focus with an accuracy of 2 fim on the
crystal surfaces. By placing the crystal horizontally
under the microscope, two maps of the height of
both sides of the crystal leg under investigation have
been obtained for a corresponding grid of measuring s
points. In both maps there was an area about (4X1)
mm2 with a nearly constant height at the same part
of the leg. The thickness of the crystal at that par-
ticular area has been measured very carefully with
a micrometer and from this reference value the thick-
ness of the other grid positions have been calculated

6.0 6.0
>Z (mm)

Pig. 3. Map of the thickness (mm) of the long side of the FeSi picture frame crystal. The accuracy is 4jim.
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using the two height maps. The results are given in
fig. 3. The lines drawn on the long side of the crys-
tal connect places with equal thickness. The accu-
racy is 4 jum.

In the thickness map, considerable thickness varia-
tions are visible, particularly at the edges and inner
corners of the crystal. There is, however, one area
between z = 5-8.5 mm and/ = 5.5—6.5 mm with a
constamthickness, taking into account the measuring
accuracy. The thickness decrease at the outer edge of
the crystal is in good agreement with, and accounts
for, the results of the xx and/* measurement.

4. Experiment II

In the second part of the experiments, the depolar-
ization in the case of the xx adjustment has been mea-
sured varying the path length of the neutrons through
the crystal by turning the crystal over an angle (f> with
respect to the neutron beam around the z-axis (fig. 4).

-0.6

Fig. 4. Thickness dependence of the depolarization D of the
xx element. The thickness has been varied by turning the pic-
ture frame crystal with respect to the neutron beam.

The xx element has been chosen because its intensity
does not depend on the sign of the z magnetization.
In order to investigate the part of the crystal with the
constant thickness, a cadmium slit of (2 X0.6) mm2

has been placed in front of this part of the crystal.

5. Results and discussion

In fig. 4 the depolarization coefficient Dxx is plot-
ted against the fractional increase of the neutron path
expressed by 1/cos <j>. The accuracy of the measuring
points caused by the statistical spread in the detector
intensities and the divergence of the neutron beam is
indicated in the figure. From the behaviour of the
cosine it is clear that the measured points near
0 = 0 are the most accurate. Because the projection
of a rotating vector on a fixed direction is a cosine,
three calculated cosine functions have been drawn in
the same figure, one tor the case of 9.3 rotations of
the polarization vector through the crystal, one for
7.3 rotations, and one, the best fit, for 8.3 rotations.
At a wavelength of 1.6 A, 8.3 rotations in FeSi with
a thickness of 0.34 mm correspond to a spontaneous
magnetic induction B% equal to 2.1 Vs/m2. This value
is in agreement with one value given by Porteseil in his
thesis [4] for a similar crystal. The obtained value is
about 5% larger than the values reported by Trauble
[5]. The amplitude of the measured cosine (0.63)
can be understood and calculated from the depolariza-
tion caused by a wavelength spread of 5% of the neu-
trons.

6. Conclusion

The neutron depolarization technique turns out to
be very useful in analyzing simple domain structures
as described above. Compared with other detection
methods, the neutron depolarization technique has
the advantage that the magnetic parameters of a ma-
terial can be measured within the bulk, while the ap-
plication of external parameters such as magnetic
field and temperature etc. does not require extensive
precautions.

The information reported in this paper about the
static domain structure and the spontaneous magnetic
induction of the picture frame crystal will be used in
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the near future in time-dependent neutron depolari-
zation experiments, in these experiments, the dynam-
ics of a single domain wall will be studied in a time
dependent Held.
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DOMAIN WALL BOWING IN A FeSi PICTURE FRAME CRYSTAL MEASURED BY TIME-DEPENDENT NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION

F . J . van Schaik, M. Th. Rekveldt, J . J . vanLoef*

ABSTRACT

A new technique i s presented to study the shape of
a moving domain wall wi th in the volume of a ferromagne-
t i c m a t e r i a l , which i s based upon time-dependent neutron
p o l a r i z a t i o n ana lys i s (3x3 components). A po la r i zed
neutron beam passes through the long leg of a s ing le
c r y s t a l p i c t u r e frame specimen of 3.52 s i l i c o n - i r o n . A
s i n g l e domain wal l t r a v e l s through the c r y s t a l by apply-
ing a small block shaped magnetic f i e l d on the leg . The
p o l a r i z a t i o n of the t ransmi t ted neutrons has been
analyzed as a function of t ime. From the measured com-
ponents increas ing wall bowing up t o 15 percent has been
observed with magnetic f i e l d s up to 15 A/m. Beyond tha t
value i r r e g u l a r i t i e s due to domain wal l breaking
have been observed in q u a l i t a t i v e agreement with p u b l i -
ca t ions by Carr and Bishop. Together with the wal l break
a r e l a t i v e magnetization reduct ion of 4.10"-' has been
observed, which has been a t t r i b u t e d to p e r s i s t e n t r e v e r -
sed magnetizat ion reg ions .
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I. INTRODUCTION

Domain wall bowing in the bulk of a ferromagnetic

material has been discussed by various authors in con-

nection with the anomalous power loss, for example in

transformer steel 1' 2' 3. The domain wall bowing is caused

by the shielding effect of the eddy currents on the ap-

plied field and their spatial distribution. At the sur-

face of the material the effective field is equal to

the applied field. Here the domain wall will be trans-

ported faster than in the bulk, where eddy currents

reduce the effective field. In this way an initially

straight wall will be bowed or even broken up. For the

case of a wall in a steady state motion several models

have been developed1"5. The experimental verification

of the proposed models is, however, restricted by the

detection techniques used up to now: pick-up coils to

measure the average magnetization combined with Kerr

effect observations of the surface behaviour of the

magnetization. This contribution presents a new detect-

ion technique to study the shape of a moving domain

wall in the bulk of a ferromagnetic material. Besides

the experiments reported are the first application of

time-dependent neutron depolarization experiments.

The method makes use of a monochromatic polarized

neutron beam which has been transmitted through one

long leg of a picture frame FeSi single crystal. The

crystal has been borrowed from Dr. M. Schlenker, Lab.

de Magnetisme, Grenoble, France. So far the experiments

have been carried out at room temperature only but in

the near future the experiments will be extended to

other temperatures as well.

II. POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

In the experimental set-up for static neutron depo-

larization measurements1"7, developed by Rekveldt, a

monochromatic polarized neutron beam is obtained by

Bragg reflection on a (I I 1) plane of a magnetized

Fe.Si crystal. When the polarized neutron beam is trans-

mitted through the magnetic field of a polarization

turner6, the polarization direction rotates with the

Larmor precession frequency around the field, due to

the magnetic moment of the neutron. Using this preces-

sion the direction of the incoming polarization can be

adjusted along any axis of the laboratory system

(x,y,z). The polarized neutron beam is transmitted

through the magnetic sample under investigation, which

may alter both the degree and the direction of polari-

Manubcript: received 'uirch 14, 1978.

luteruni vurs i t y Reactor Inst i tute ,Del f t ,the Netherlands

zation. A second polarization turner and a magnetized

Fe3Si crystal in Bragg position is used to analyze the

outcoming polarization in its three components along

the x-, y-, and z-axis. In this way a (3x3) depolari-

zation matrix Djj is measured, with Djj defined by(I):

Djj - (Is - Iij)/(IS - Io) (i,j=x,y or z) (1)

In formula (I) j refers to the incoming polarization

direction, while i refers to the direction of analysis

of the outcoming polarization direction, I is the

(shim) intensity of a fully depolarized neutron beam

and I o the intensity of the fully polarized neutron

beam. Because the analyzing Fe-jSi crystal is magnetized

in a direction antiparallel to that of the polarizing

crystal, the intensity l£: with i=j is a minimum when

no depolarization occurs. In the case of a fully depo-

larized beam, I;- equals the shim intensity I s, while a

rotation of iSO^of the polarization vector gives the

maximum intensity Ij£ « (2I S-I O).

III. EXPERIMENTS

The polarized neutron beam has been transmitted

through one long leg of a picture frame FeSi (3.5 wt.

7. Si) single crystal, partly drawn in fig. la. The

r.rystallographic orientation and the laboratory system

(x,y,z) are indicated in the figure. The crystal

Fig. la. Part of the long Fig. lb. Coordinate system

side of the FeSi picture and rotation angles of the

frame crystal. The bowed x polarization vector,

wall, forced to the right

by the applied field H a has

been drawn just in front of

the neutron slit.

leg under investigation has an ideal static domain

structure that consists of two domains magnetized in

the + or - z direction and separated by a 180° wall.

The domain structure in the long leg of the crystal has

been verified by Kerr effect observations and static

neutron depolarization measurements . The dimensions of

the crystal are (15x10x0.28) mm3, the width of the legs

is 2.9 mm. In the experiments the neutron beam has been

limited into an area of (5x0.3) mm^ by a rectangular

Cd-B^C diaphragm mounted in a fixed position in front

of the crystal with its slit direction parallel to the

z-axis. The neutrons were travelling in the x direction.

The crystal has been magnetized in the + and - z

direction by a periodic block-shaped magnetic field from

a 4900 turns/m coil wound around the long leg of the

crystal (rise time 12 us). The exchange between two or

more 180° walls has been avoided as much as possible.

The experiments have been performed at frequencies of

1.28 and 39 Hz with amplitudes of the applied field

equal to 8.8, 12.5, 15.6, 23.4 and 200 A/m, respective-

ly. The duration of the positive or negative applied
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field was long enough to assure that one single wall
should cross and leave the crystal before field rever-
sal. The applied field strengths were larger than the
coercive field for this crystal (4 A/m). The intensity
of the outcoming neutron beam as function of time has
been recorded ising a time coding system the details
of which will be reported elsewhere. The incoming po-
larization vector has been chosen parallel to the x-
or the z-axis, the analyzing direccions were along the
x, y or z-axis.

IV. DETECTION METHOD

When the picture frame crystal is homogeneously
magnetized in the z direction, the polarization vector
initially along the x direction rotates 6.1 times 2ir
around the magnetic induction in the crystal. The sense
of the rotation depends on the sign of the magnetiza-
tion. The y component of the outcoming polarization
direction will be negative (high intensity), if the
crystal magnetization is along the + z direction (fig.
Ib). A crystal magnetization in the - z direction will
give a positive y component (low intensity). It follows
that,analyzing the y component of the rotated x polari-
zation, Dyx will be sensitive to the sign of the magne-
tization M in the part of the crystal passed by the
neutron beam. Moreover DyX is very sensitive to small
variations in M. A difference in angle of rotation of
1° can be detected which means that changes in the mag-
netization can be measured with an accuracy of about
2.10~*. On the other hand, D x x does not depend on Che
sign of the magnetization: cos(-ij>)*cos (+4>) (fig. Ib),
provided the crystal has a z magnetization which is
homogeneous along a neutron path of the beam. Similarly,
the z component of the polarization is not affected by
the magnetization as long as its direction is parallel
to the z axis, and hence D z z remains at a maximum upon
ma, stization reversal.

In the case of a straight 180° wall perpendicular
to the crystal surface the neutron beam is parallel to
the plane of the wall. The neutrons do not cross the
wall and from D x x the presence of such a wall can not
be concluded. On the contrary, D y x will show a strong
change when the straight wall passes the neutron dia-
phragm. Eddy current favoured wall bowing in the xy
plane as schematically indicated in fig.la will depo-
larize the neutron beam such, that D x x will decrease and
it approaches zero, dependent upon the amount of wall

bowing. This can be understood by following the rota-
tion of the polarization vector along a possible neu-
tron path (between dotted lines) through the crystal
for a bowed wall as drawn in fig. la. In the upper part
of the crystal the neutrons will meet a magnetization
in the -z direction, turning the x polarization in the
negative sense. When the beam crosses the bowed wall
the sign of the magnetization changes and so does the
sense of the polarization rotation. The polarization
starts turning back untill the wall is crossed the
second time. The result will be that the net rotation
is different from that obtained in the case of a homo-
geneously magnetized sample. Averageing the different
rotations along all possible neutron paths a large
amount of depolarization can be expected. Although
neutron depolarization similarly could occur by a mo-
ving skew wall instead of the shape drawn in fig. la,
this shape has been excluded. Measuring D z z gives in-
formation about deviations of the direction of magne-
tization from the z-axis or the presence of stray fields
in the x or y direction. The latter can be caused by
the free magnetic poles arising from wall bowing away
from the z direction.

The amount of wall bowing Y H is expressed in units
relative to the crystal thickness d. For a wall profile
drawn in fig. la, Yw is defined by

y,- y2

with yj and y2 the leading and lagging coordinates of
the wall, respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In figs. 2 to 6 the D , D ^ and D z z time spectra
have been given for appliea field strengths ranging
from 8.8 up to 200 A/m. Only the first part of each
spectrum is given; the wall passage caused by the nega-
tive slope of the field is nearly identical. The general
feature is that the change in the-D spectrum (ADyx),
caused by the passage of the wall alter the field re-
versal in the positive z direction at time t-0, is pre-
sent in all spectra and that D x x and D,z decrease at
field ̂ strengths between 8.8 and 15.6 A/m. In these
cases ADyX corresponds with the static spontaneous mag-
netization.

In fig. 2 the applied fieli has been 8.8 A/m. The
high and low level of D«x agree with the values measured
when the crystal is homogeneously magnetized in the +1
and -z direction, respectively. The two levels are sym-
metric with respect to D v x • 0, indicating that the
magnetization in the opposite directions is the same.
The D x x and D.- are nearly at their maximum values as
measured fnc a homogeneously magnetized crystal. The
slight differences in the lower levels of Dxx a n d Dzz
at the two distinct magnetic states are probably due to
calibration errors in the adjustment of the polarization
turners. However, at the moment of the wall passage a
small decrease in the D x x spectrum is found just outside
the statistical spread. This decrease is due to the ef-
fect of domain wall bowing. The amount of wall bowing
as expressed by (2) is calculated from the depolariza-
tion D x x at its minimum and is less than 0.05.

12 15 18
TIME—(XtOms)

12 15 18
TIME--(XIOms)

Fig. 2 and 3. Measured depolarization Dvx, D x x, D z z

(left) and intensities (right) versus time, at applied
field strengths of 8.8 A/m (fig. 2) and 12.5 A/m
(fig. 3).

The spectra shown in fig. 3 have been obtained at
an applied field of 12.5 A/m. The decrease in the D x x

spectrum at the moment of wall passage is more pro-
nounced than at the applied field strength of 8.8 A/m.
The depolarization D x x at the minimum is 0.88, which
corresponds with an amount of wall bowing equal to 0.12.
The D z z, however, decreases slightly. This is attributed
to the presence of pinning centers at the surface and
in the crystal, which delay the motion of the wall lo-
cally and give rise to free magnetic poles at the wall
surface. The stray fields of these free poles are the
cause of depolarization of the D x x and D z z components.
As a consequence the amount of wall bowing at 12.5 A/m
is less than 0.12.

The minimum in D x x is still larger at an applied
field of 15.6 A/m (fig. 4). The depolarization D x x

amounts to 0.85 and from this the wall bowing is calcu-
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lated to be 0.15. The depolarization D z z further de-
creases and hence the effects of the pinning centers on
the wall shape apparently become stronger.

At an applied field strength of 23.3 A/m (fig. 5)
the spectra are different. In the xx and zz spectra the
minima are no longer present. The D x x component in the
whole spectrum is lower than D ^ measured with a homo-
geneously magnetized crystal. The levels of the Dyx tend
to approach zero. Nevertheless the reversal of the mag-
netization is clearly observed in the yx spectrum but
it is smeared out in time by a factor of two. From the
measured D v x spectrum as compared to the D y x obtained
in static measurements, it must be concluded that the
magnetization of the crystal does not reach its satu-
ration value but it is about 4.10~3 lower.

IO3x

0 3 6 9 12
TIME—(X20ms)
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Fig. 4 and 5. Measured depolarization DyX, Dxx,
 Dzz

(left) and intensities (right) versus time, at applied
field strengths of 15.6 A/m (fig.4) and 23.3 A/m (fig.5).
Note the different scales.

It should be noted that Bishop1 and Carr* predict-
ed a critical field, beyond which the wall breaks up.
The value for iron-silicon given by Carr should be in
the range between 15.6 and 23.3 A/m where the time de-
pendent depolarization experiments indicate that drastic
changes occur. He suppose that the wall is broken up in
one or more closed regions which may vanish in a certain
time. When this time is not too short these regions can
be responsible for a decrease in the mean magnetization
(4.lO"^) due to which the saturation levels of the Dyx
spectrum approach zero. After a wall break a less bowed
wall may arise, which will break up again after a cer-
tain travelling time. This process is supposed to take
place on a micron scale. The motion of a wall at a next
magnetization reversal will be affected by those regi-
ons, which have not vanished. The result is that the
wall motion will be irregular and that the moment of
wall passage is smeared out as can be seen in the DyX
spectrum in fig. 5. This spread in the wall passage
affects the D x x spectrum too where the depolarization
by the bowed wall is smeared out to below the statisti-
cal error.

Figure 6 shows the spectra for an applied field of
200 A/m. Here the magnetization reversal is supposed to
take place by the growth of small reversed domains at
the surface of the crystal1*. The depolarization in the
D z z spectrum and partly also in the D x x spectrum is
caused by the stray fields of these reversed domains.
In addition the D x x is depolarized by the inhomogeneous
z magnetization along the neutron paths. The Dyx and
D x x after a magnetization reversal agree with the same
components measured for a homogeneously magnetized
crystal. This implies that the applied field strength of
200 A/m is sufficiently strong to remove any opposite
magnetization.

The steady state velocities of the domain wall can
be calculated from the slope of the Dyx at the wall pas-
sage below the critical field strength. A rough estimate
of this velocity is in the order of 1 cm/s for applied
fields between 8.8 A/m and 15.6 A/a.

CONCLUSION

The method of time-dependent neutron depolarization
analysis enables one to study effects due to the domain
wall motion within the volume of a ferromagnet which can-
not directly be observed by other means. Using this new
technique upon a single crystal picture frame specimen
of 3.52 silicon-iron, domain wall bowing up to 15Z and
a wall velocity of about I cm/s have been observed at
magnetic fields up to 15 A/m, while strong indications
for the breaking of a single domain wall have been found
at higher fields. This confirms the prediction of Carr2

and Bishop1, that a critical field of about 16 A/m is
required before breaking of a domain wall will occur.

Below this critical field the presence of stray
fields around the moving wall has been concluded from
the D z z spectra and these are attributed to the influen-
ce of pinning centers in the crystal. Above the critical
field our observations indicate that domain wall break-
ing occurs at several spots of the wall in contrast to
the assumption made in the theory of Carr. Above the
critical field the wall motion has becoae very irregular
and at higher fields it transforms into a process of
growth of nucleation domains at the surface of the
crystal.
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Magnetization Reversal of a FeSi Picture-Frame Crystal Measured by
the Time-Dependent Neutron-Depolarization Technique

F. J. van Schaik and M. Th. Rekveldt
Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, Delft, The Netherlands

(Received 23 June 1978)

The magnetization-reversal process within a [100] (010] [001] picture-frame FeSi (3.5
wt% Si) crystal has been investigated by means of the time-dependent neutron-depolariza-
tion technique, applying a periodic block-shaped magnetic field. Yarious distinct states
are observed in the magnetization-reversal process: firstly, nucleation of regions of
reversed magnetization; subsequently, the merging of these regions into two wavy do-
main walls according to a sandwich structure and the motion of these straightening walls
towards the center.
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It has long been recognized that magnetization
reversal in a ferromagnet under the influence of
a pulsed magnetic field can be described in terms
of nucleation regions of reversed magnetization
(denoted reversed regions) and eddy-current-
controlled domain-wall motion.1>! However, the
experimental information about the reversal pro-
cess is restricted by the detection techniques
used up to now: pickup coils to measure the
average magnetization of the bulk material com-
bined with Kerr-effect observations of the sur-
face behavior of the domain walls. In contrast,
polarized neutrons are a unique probe for in-
vestigating magnetic domains within the volume
of a ferromagnet.3'4 Time-dependent neutron-
depolarization technique5" (TDNDT) gives in-
formation with a spatial resolution of several
microns about the internal magnetization distribu-
tion and the local direction of the magnetization.
In this Letter we report the results of applying
the newly developed TDNDT to study the magnetic
reversal processes within a single-crystal pic-

ture-frame specimen of silicon(3.5 wt%) iron.
In the neutron-depolarization technique4 the

polarization direction of a monochromatic neu-
tron beam impinging in the x direction on the
sample can be adjusted before and analyzed after
transmission along any of the three orthogonal
directions x, y, and z (Fig. 1). The polarization
change Du by the sample is defined by DU=(IS
- Aj)/('«- Jo). i n w h i c h l* i s the intensity of a
fully depolarized beam, lfi the intensity with
analyzation and polarization directions i and j
(i, j=x, y, z), and /„ the intensity of the undis-
turbed polarized beam.

The polarization direction of the neutron beam
rotates with the Larmor precession frequency
around the magnetization direction in the crystal.
The total rotation angle $ is given by <p=yBtd/v,
where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron
(y= 1.80 xlO8 s"1 T"1, mksa units), Bt the spon-
taneous magnetic induction, v the velocity of the
neutrons, and d the crystal thickness. The length
\D\ and rotation angle <f> of the polarization vector

© 1978 The American Physical Society
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I

ico]
FIG. 1. Schematic view of a part of the picture frame

crystal with neutron diaphragm. The coordinate sys-
tem, crystal orientation, and direction of the applied
field and magnetization are indicated. The arrows in
the cross section indicate how the wavy-structured
domain walls move towards the center of the specimen
(sandwich model).

for a rotation around the z axis are calculated by

|Dh(Z>x,» + Z>J.
1)*, ( ^ t a n - H ^ / A j - (1)

In expressions (1) the (x,y,z) coordinates are as
indicated in Fig. 1 and the initial polarization di-
rection is parallel to the x axis.

The polarized neutron beam with a wavelength
of 1.6 A and a velocity i; = 2500 m/s is transmitted

through one long leg (width 2.9 mm) of the crystal
of dimensions 15 xlOx 0.26 mm3, a part of which
has been drawn in Fig. 1. The crystallographic
orientations are indicated in the figure. For the
crystal investigated and magnetized at saturation
with B5=2.05 V s/m2, the rotation angle <p of the
polarization vector amounts to 6.1 times 2JJ. A
rectangular 5x0.3 mm2 Cd-B4C diaphragm is
mounted in a fixed position in front of tne crystal
with its slit direction parallel to the z axis. A
49-turns/cm coil is wound around the long leg of
the crystal and the crystal is magnetized by a
block-shaped magnetic field with a risetime of J2
y,s and ranging from 200 up to 2250 A/m. The
intensity of the transmitted neutron beam is re-
corded synchronously with the block-shaped mag-
netic field using a multichannel analyzer. The
time resolution of 15 ^s of the experimental set-
up is mainly caused by the neutron path length of
2.5 cm in the 3He-filled detector.

From the time-dependent neutron intensities
measured at applied fields of 700 and 1350 A/m
the time spectra obtained for DXI, Dvx, and Dlt

are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) together with
the block-shaped applied field as a function of
time. The length \D\ and the net rotation angle

ri'f
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(a) Time spectra of the applied block-shaped field, the polarization components Da, Dn, and Du, the
and the rotation angle <P of the polarization vector.
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<j> of the polarization vector in the x-y plane de-
fined by (1) are given also. The spectra obtained
at higher applied fields are qualitatively the same.
The shape of the Dxx, Dyx, D,c time spectra and
hence the dependence of \D\ and <p in the first
half-period of the applied field are identical to
those in the second half-period.

In the DXI and Dyx spectra it appears that be-
fore reversal of the applied field both DXI and Dyx
have a constant value corresponding to a rotation
of + or -6.1 times 2J7. In both half-periods these
levels are the same for !>„„. This is because on-
ly Dyx is sensitive to the sign of the magnetiza-
tion [sin(-(p) = -sin(+ <p)]. It is evident that then
\D\ and \<p\ are constant, too.

After reversal of the applied field we observe
a drastic change in the .three polarization com-
ponents. The component Dt, decreases most
abruptly with time to a constant minimum level
of 0.1 and 0.03 ms duration at 700 and 1350 A/m,
respectively. In the same time intervals the
length of the polarization vector \D\ decreases
to zero while the net rotation angle <p remains
about the same. We attribute the decrease of
Dt, and \D\ with time to the creation and growth
of small reversed regions at the moment of re-
versal of the applied field. Because of eddy-
current considerations these regions will mainly
grow at the surface of the crystal.1'2 The stray
fields caused by the reversed regions are in all
directions and therefore they depolarize the neu-
tron beam as observed in \D | and />„. In par-
ticular Du is decreased only by stray fields not
parallel to the z axis. The length | D | is not only
affected by stray fields but by the size and num-
ber of the reversed regions being transmitted
also. The latter follows from the rotation of the
polarization vector in a reversed region which is
proportional to the size of that region. The de-
crease of \D\ by the transmission through the
regions should be accompanied by a change in the
net rotation angle of the polarization vector, in
contrast to the depolarization by stray fields of
the reversed regions.

The initial decrease of Dt, suggests that the
formation of the reversed regions apparently
takes place within the experimental resolution
time. The nearly constant value of q> immediate-
ly after reversal of the applied field indicates
that the decrease in \D\ in this time interval is
mainly caused by stray fields. The constant
minimum levels of Dtt of 0.1 and 0.03 ms at 700
and 1350 A/m, respectively, and the simultane-
ous decrease of | X>j indicate that in this time in-

terval the stray fields with directions different
from the 2 axis remain constant, while the stray
fields in the z direction, and therefore also the
reversed regions, are still growing.

As the magnetization-reversal process pro-
gresses in time the £ „ and \D\ values gradually
increase to 1.0 and at the same time the Dzx and
Dyx spectra show oscillations which increase in
amplitude. The oscillations in Dxx and Dyx have
a phase difference of n/2 with respect to each
other and, calculating <p, several complete 2rt
rotations of the polarization vector around the z
direction are found as shown in the (p(t) curve
of Fig. 2.

These results can be interpreted by means of
the sandwich domain model originally proposed
by Rodbell and Bean.1 According to this model
the magnetization reversal takes place by two
domain walls parallel to the crystal surface,
traveling from the surface towards the inside of
the sample. When the walls are moving the net
rotation angle <p of the neutrdn polarization vec-
tor will become time dependent as observed in
the spectra. The walls are created by the join-
ing together of neighboring reversed regions.
However, upon creation these walls are not
straight, but have a wavy structure, which causes
local differences in the net rotational angle of
the polarization vector. As long as | D | remains
zero we suppose that the wavy structure of the
two walls depolarizes the boam completely and
hence discrete oscillation.1' cannot be observed.
As | D | is increasing towards +1.0 in time, the
walls are gradually straightened out during their
inward motion, and in this time interval we see
also that Dt, increases to +1.0, which is in agree-
ment with the picture of straightening walls,
causing less stray fields. Straightening of the
walls while moving inwards is favored because
they are affected by the wall surface tension and
because, due to eddy currents, the more inner
parts of the walls move slower than the outer
ones.

Rather suddenly the oscillations have disap-
peared and the various polarization components
become constant. This apparently occurs when
both walls have met each other and, according
to the sandwich model, they will vanish at the
end of the magnetization reversal. Just before
the end of the reversal process small minima
are observed in D,, and \D\, indicating that
stray fields arise in the crystal. A possible ex-
planation for these minima may be the presence
of distinct areas with right- and left-handed-
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FIG. 3. The velocity of the domain wall in the sand-
wich model as a function of the distance of the wall to
the center of the crystal (units relative to the half-crys-
tal thickness). The parameter in the figure is the ap-
plied field (in amperes per meter). The horizontal
stripe lines are defined in the text.

turning magnetizations within the moving walls
forming a kind of patchwork. These areas are
supposed to be separated by Ne*el lines and they
find their origin in the linking process of neigh-
boring nucleation regions. When the two walls
meet each other, some opposing areas will at-
tract each other and they collapse immediately
because of surface energy minimalization, but
other parts will repel each other. In this way an
inhomogeneous magnetization with stray fields
arises which will remain for a finite time in the
crystal.

Assuming that the walls vanish in the middle of
the crystal the velocity and the position x of the
domain walls can be calculated from the <p{t)
spectrum. Figure 3 gives the wall velocity as a
function of the distance x to the center of the
crystal. The distance x has been expressed in
units relative to half the crystal thickness d, with
parameter the applied field. The wavy structure
of the walls, whenever they are formed, inhibits
the determination of the wall motion in the outer
layers. The velocity decreases when the walls
are approaching the center. This can also easily
be seen from the slopes of <p(t) in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b). The decrease is most pronounced at high
applied fields. The higher velocities are less
accurately determined due to the limited detector
resolution time. The retardation of the walls
may be caused by the eddy-current increase as
the reversed layers become thicker. Another
reason may be the increasing interaction between
the two approaching walls by means of the eddy

currents.
In comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) we note that

the entire duration of the magnetization reversal
as observed in the spectra is shorter at the
higher applied field. The time needed for entire
reversal has been translated into a mean velocity
of two approaching walls, sandwiching the crys-
tal, in order to compare it with the observed
sandwich-wall velocity. This mean wall velocity
is indicated in Fig. 3 with horizontal stripe lines.
It turns out that the velocities of the sandwich
walls during the last stage of the magnetization-
reversal process are less than the mean vail
velocities, indicating that the reversal due to the
nucleation regions happens much faster than the
reversal by the sandwich-structure motion.

In the experiments sharp oscillations are mea-
sured, which proves that the magnetization rever-
sal in the crystal effectuated by the sandwich mo-
tion takes place in a reproducible way. It should
be stressed that in view of periodic data collec-
tion small deviations in the motion would have
caused a strong smearing out of the oscillations.

In suimnary, we note that the TDNDT gives de-
tailed information about the magnetization-rever-
sal processes in the bulk of a FeSi picture frame
crystal. Two stages in the reversal process can-
be distinguished from the measurements, which
agree with the model given by Rodbell and Bean.1
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EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCESS PROGRAM FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL TIME-

DEPENDENT NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS
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Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, Mekelweg 15, Delft, the Netherlands.

Abstract

The three dimensional neutron depolarization technique makes use of

the possibility to adjust the polarization direction of a thermal neutron

beam in three orthogonal directions and to analyse the neutron beam in

three orthogonal polarization directions after transmission through and

depolarization by a specimen. The time dependence in the neutron depola-

rization technique is realized by applying a periodically changing

magnetic field on the sample investigated and measuring the neutron inten-

sity in time channels which are started synchronously with the external

field. The experimental set-up for measurements with a time resolution of

8 ys, the details of the computer controlled electronic system for the

creation of the magnetic field and the time coding of the detected neutrons

are discussed. The process program is presented by means of a current scheme

and a functional description of the subroutines. Applications of the time

dependent neutron depolarization technique are mentioned.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Following the description of earlier papers [1], the three dimensional

neutron depolarization technique makes use of the adjustment of the polari-

zation direction of a thermal neutron beam in three orthogonal directions

successively. After transmission of the beam through a magnetic specimen

each component of the polarization vector can be analysed. The angular

resolution of the polarization analysis is one degree. From the (3x3) depo-

larization matrix obtained in this way several magnetic domain quantities

of a sample are derived, such as the mean domain size, the absolute value

and direction of the mean magnetization, the mean square direction cosines

of the spontaneous magnetization within the domains, and even correlations

between domain parameters of neighbouring domains along the neutron path.

In practice the application of the polarization analysis technique is

limited to most ferro(i)magnetic materials which are transparent for

thermal neutrons.

Up till now the static behaviour of domain parameters and their

dependence upon magnetic field and temperature have been studied with

neutron depolarization. This paper deals with an extension of the expe-

rimental set-up for neutron depolarization studies which gives the

possibility to investigate the time dependent behaviour of domain para-

meters. In view of the limited number of neutrons available in short

time intervals it is then meaningful to consider those phenomena that

change periodically in time. By sampling the neutron intensity in linear

time channels, which are started synchronously with a varying magnetic

field within the period applied the mean time dependence of the domain

parameters is measured. Although time dependent recording of the neutron

polarization degree has already been reported [2], the method, discussed

in this paper, derls with its combination with the three dimensional

analysis technique. Hence its applications [3][4][5] cover a much wider

range than that shown in ref. 2.

The three dimensional polarization technique has been summarized in

chapter two. Chapter three deals with the details of the geometry of the

experimental set-up relevant to time dependent neutron depolarization

measurements. The electronic system has been discussed in chapter four.

In that section the units, which had to be designed and built at our

institute because of their special requirements, have been given special

attention. The description of the process program for fully automatic control

over the time dependent measurements is given in chapter five. The final

chapter contains a discussion and some conclusions.
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2. THREE DIMENSIONAL POLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

In. the discussion of the adjustment of the polarization vector we will

follow the neutron path through the experimental set-up, as drawn schema-

tically in the lower part of fig. I. The neutron beam coming from the reactor

is Bragg reflected at an angle of 15° by a (111) plane of a Fe-Si crystal X .

This crystal is magnetized at saturation in the +z direction which is defined

by the coordinate system in fig. 1 and it causes the reflected beam to be

monochromatic (X = 1.6 A) and polarized in the +z direction. The degree of

polarization is conserved by the action of guide fields. The polarization

turner T. consists of two coils perpendicular to each other in which a homo-

geneous magnetic field can be made in any direction within the yz-plane. The

neutron polarization vector rotates with the Larmor precession frequency

around the field obtained in the turner. Both the travelling time and the

Larmor precession angle of the monochromatic neutrons' in the coils are well

defined- Choosing the proper direction and magnitude of the field in the

turner the polarization of the beam behind the turner can be adjusted in

either x,y or z-direction.

The sample under investigation, which is placed in the centre of the

magnetically shielded sample holder S, may change both the direction and

the length of the polarization vector. In order to analyse this depolarization,

a second polarization turner T. is used in combination with another Fe,Si

crystal X magnetized at saturation. Turner T. turns subsequently any of the

three orthogonal components of the polarization vector towards the z-direction.

The second crystal X is magnetized antiparallel to the first one. When

polarizing and analysing directions of the polarization vector are adjusted

parallel, the intensity of the neutron beam, which is Bragg reflected by X
3.

:' ~> minimum (I«) in case the polarization vector has not been affected by the

sample. In case the sample causes depolarization, the amount of depola-

rization follows from the measured (3x3) depolarization matrix D..(t), as

given by:

I " I.-(t)
s U

D.. (i.j = x, y or z) (1)

Here I is the intensity of the fully depolarized beam, I..(t) the measured
s IJ

intensity which may be time dependent, and j and i refer to the polarizing

and analysing directions respectively. Denoting the polarizing and analysing

x,y or z) respectively, the polarizationdirections with P. and P. (i,j
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TO TEMP CONTROL
DIRECT

CNT. DATACHANNEL
REG

CURRENT
SUPPLIES

Fig. 1..Experimental set-up for time dependent neutron depolarization

measurements. The neutron path is given in the lower part of

the figure, the computer controlled electronic system in the

upper part. Symbols and abbreviations are explained in the text.

degree D^Ct) can also be regarded as the scalar product between analysing

direction and the polarization vector of the depolarized neutron beam:

V (2)
In formula (2) it can be seen that the time dependence is limited to the

action of the magnetic sample on the polarization vector, represented by the

matrix D(t).
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The calibration of the polarization turners, or, in other words, the

perfect alignment of polarizing and analysing directions parallel to the

reference system (x,y,z), is described in the automatic calibration procedure

in ref. 6. Application of this procedure allows the adjustment to be accurate

within one angular degree.

The polarization degree is measured using a monitoring detector and

a detector for counting the neutrons which are Bragg reflected by the

analysing crystal X . These detectors are denoted by the symbols M (monitor)
SL

and D (detector). The monitoring detector is a BF_ tube with diameter 2.5 cm

and efficiency 0.20. The monitor is used during the measurements in order to

eliminate possible intensity variations in the monochromatic neutron flux.
a 3 3

Detector D is high pressure (8 atm) He detector (10x02.5)cm or, for measure-
6 3

ments with an improved time resolution, a Li scintillator (O.5x015)mm .

The efficiency for 1.6 X neutrons is 0.95 for the He tube and 0.50 for the

scintillator.

DETECTOR

Fig. 2. Path of a divergent neutron beam between sample and detector.

3. TIME RESOLUTION

Performing time dependent neutron depolarization measurements with a

time resolution of several microseconds, care should be taken of the neutron

path and travelling time between sample and detector. Neutrons which leave

the sample at the same moment will be detected smeared out in time. This

effect is related to differences in pathlength between sample and detector

(fig. 2), the beam divergence a, the wave-length spread AA/X, the mosaic

spread n of the analysing crystal and the thickness of the sample, analysing

crystal and detector.

In case r) << a the divergence a is linearly coupled to the wave-length

spread and it is possible to avoid a resolution deterioration by giving the

detector an inclination <)> in the horizontal plane with respect to the beam.

The angle 4> depends on the distances between sample and analysing crystal and

between crystal and detectorfl., 12 resp.), the Bragg angle 8, the beam
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divergence a and the beam diameter at the detector position (D). The angle <{>
can be calculated:

f 3a 1. + a 1, %
4 = arctg < \ (3)

1 Dtg e >

However because the condition r| « a is not fulfilled in our case, we have

optimized the time resolution empirically. Using a sample thickness of less

than 1 mm, a beam divergence of 1°, a total sample-detector distance of

1 meter and an analysing crystal with thickness of 1 cm and mosaic spread

of 30', a time resolution of 25 us is obtained with the He filled tube at

an angle $ of 15 . Using the Li scintillator the resolution is improved

up to 8 ps at an angle of 45 . The disadventage of using the scintillator

is its higher background due to large gamma efficiency.

4. ELECTRONIC SYSTEM

4.1. General lay-out

The time dependent neutron depolarization measurements are performed

using a fully automated CAMAC [7] system controlled by a PDP 11/70 process

computer as drawn schematically in fig. 1. The CAMAC modules consist of a

timing system the details of which will be treated in the next sections

of chapter 4. In this section a review is given of the electric system for

polarization adjustment, neutron detection and magnetic field-creation and

-sampling.

Four 8 bit digital to analog convertors (denoted DAC) (Wenzel, Quad-

DAC.C-DA-408, +_ 5V) drive four current supplies, which create currents

through the y- and z-coils of the turners T. and T_. The three 16 bit

registers of the counting register (CNT.REG.) (Nuclear Enterprises, Quad

Sealer, 9051 B) are used for countingthe real-time clock pulses (CLOCK, 100 Hz)

and the monitor (M) and detector (D) pulses, which are connected via amplifiers

and discriminators. The overflow (0V) output of the monitor register inhibits

(INH) the input (INP) of the detector and timing registers, performing

measurements against monitor preset count. The bipolar operational amplifier

(OP.AMP) (Kepco B.O.P. 72-1-5M, _+ 75V, +_ 1.5 A, slewing rate 9V/ys, output

imp.: 10 fi, 0.01 mH) converts the time dependent voltage from the analog

output of the timing system into a current, proportional to that voltage

through the sample coil C. The magnetic field, which is created in this coil,

is recorded by the timing system, using a wave form analyser (WFA) (L.R.S.2256,
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sensitivity 2.0 mV, inp.imp. 50ft) connected with the series resistance R.

The temperature of the sample can be changed by a pulse from the output

register (OUT.REG.) which is connected to the stand-alone temperature control.
4

Because the counting rate of the detector is high, sometimes more than 10

counts per second, the storage of the data is done by direct memory access

(DMA) instead of the much slower CAMAC interrupt handling (L(ook)-A(t)-M(e)).

The peripherals line printer (LP), terminals (Ti) and disks(DK) make the

control over the experiments, the display and plotting of the time spectra

and other data base management possible.

4.2. Timing system - overall description and interconnections.

Because of the special requirements, a large part of the CAMAC

modules in the timing system has been designed and built at our institute

(detailed reports [8][9]£lO] are upon request available).In order to

perform the experiments it was necessary to develop a function generator

[10] (FG), a time coding unit [9](TCU) and a delay pulse generator [8]

(DPG 1-3), which have been drawn with their interconnections in fig. 3

complete with a commercially available wave form analyser (WFA) (L.R.S.2256).

TO OP
AMP

DIRECT
DATACHANNEL

FROM FIELD
COIL

DPG

OUT

2OMHz
OUT

ANALOG
IN

EXT
CLOCK IN

START

DATA FROM
AMPL-DISCR.

Fig. 3. Timing system with interconnections.Abbreviations are given in

text.
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The analog output of the function generator is used to create a

periodically changing magnetic field to he applied on the sample, and it

is switched by the pulses of oscillator DPG 1. The function generator can

be used in three modes: the "BLOCK", the "SAW" and the "DC" mode. In the

mode "BLOCK" the analog output switches between two programmable voltage

levels with the pulse rate of oscillator DPG 1, connected to the "CLOCK 1"

input. When the "SAW" mode is programmed, the output voltage is a sawtooth

voltage, the extrema of which are defined by the lower and higher program-

mable levels of the function generator. The positive and negative slopes of

the sawtooth signal are provided by the pulse rate of DPG 1 connected to the

CLOCK 1 input and by the rate of another oscillator (not drawn in fig. 3)

connected to the CLOCK 2 input respectively. Programming the "DC" mode, the

output voltage is constant, independent of the connections to the clock

inputs.

In the modes "BLOCK" or "SAW" a trigger pulse (START) is produced at

the beginning of each positive slope of the analog output signal. In order to

take the travelling time of the neutrons between sample and detector into

account, this trigger pulse is delayed in delay DPG 2, which is synchronized

with the 20 MHz output of DPG 1. The delayed trigger pulse starts the further

timing within each period of the analog output signal. The time coding of

arrival times of the detected neutrons is provided by the time coding unit

(TCU). The wave form analyser (WFA) is synchronised with the time coding

unit and it makes the accurate measurement of the magnetic field applied as

a function of time possible at any moment during the experiment. The width

of the time channels of the time coding unit and the wave form analyser is

given by the pulse rate of oscillator DPG 3. This oscillator is connected

with the external oscillator inputs of the coding unit (TCU,OSC) and the

analyser (WFA, EXT CLOCK).

4.3. The delay-pulse generator

The delay-pulse generators [8] can be used either as oscillator or as

delay. The pulse rate or delay time is adjustable between 100 ns and 100 s

with a time jitter of the output pulses of less than 50 ns. The generators

are fully programmable and their further specifications are given in the

appendix.
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4.4. The time coding unit (T.C.U.)

After an external start pulse the time coding unit provides the regis-

tration of the detection time of neutrons, also called data or store pulses

(fig. 3). When a neutron is detected, the discriminator delivers a pulse

into the DATA input of the time coding unit. At that particular moment the

arrival time is buffered in the unit and the coding unit makes a data channel

request for direct memory access. When memory access is allowed by the

autonomous memory control, the memory address corresponding with the buffer

content is incremented by one. During the data channel request and the

buffer read out procedure, no other neutrons can be coded. Due to the fast

response (£ 6 ys) of the computer system on such requests, neutron intensities

up to 100 KHz can be stored without significant increase in dead time or

overloading of the computer system. More data pulses can be coded and stored

during one start cycle while the clock counts continuously on during data

storage. The specifications of the unit are given in the appendix.

The electronic scheme of the time coding unit is given in fig. 4. The

main part of the unit consists of a counting register (CNT REG), which counts

clock pulses, a data buffer for immediate storage of the content of the

counting register at the occurrence of a store pulse, a programmable offset

register, containing the zero adress for data storage in memory and a fast

adder, which continuously adds the concents of data buffer and offset register.

The read out via the read lines R.-R., is gated by logic NAND gates. The start

pulse (START) is remembered in the start flip-flop. The control register

(CONTR.REG) is filled with the 6-bit control word. The last three bits specify

the total number of channels or group length. Bit 5 up to bit 12 of the

counting register are compared with the group length by a data selector (DATA SEL),

When the number of pulses given by the OSC input equals half of the group length,

the data selector causes the clock frequency to be lowered by means of two data

selectors and a frequency divider. The ratio between the channel width of the

second half and the first half of the total number

of time channels is given by the first three bits of the control word.

The switching over to longer time channels makes important sampling in the

first half of the spectrum possible, while long time scale effects can be

studied in the second half. The overflow monostable is activated at the end

of the chosen group length and resets the counting register and the start

flip-flop. This start flip-flop disables the interrupt requests (LAM and DMA

output).
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the CAMAC time coding unit.

The repetition time of the start pulses can easily be adjusted using the

overlap facility designed in fig. 4. When two or more start pulses arrive

before the overflow pulse, a light emitting diode on the front of the unit

will indicate the duty cycle overlap. To loose no measuring time the start

pulse must be generated just a little after the overflow pulse of the previous

cycle. This can be done by increasing the start pulse rate till the LED lights

and then decreasing it till it extinguishes.

The store or data pulses are improved by a Schmitt Trigger (see fig.4).

The store pulses should not force a data buffer transport at the moment of

switching of the counting register. The store pulses are synchrony zed with
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SYN(CH), 20 Mhz. This synchronizing signal is derived from the clock pulse

generator. The synchronized store pulse starts also a one shot which sets the

direct data channel (DDC) flip-flop and the LAM interrupt, if enabled. The

data pulses, arriving during the time that the data channel request has not

been followed up by a read out, are inhibited by the DDC request, the initialize

signal Z.S2 or the overflow.

4.5. The function generator

The function generator is fully programmable and has been developed

according to the details given in the appendix. The analog section has

specifications better than those of the power operational amplifier connected

to the generator.

The binary and analog part of the function generator has been given in

fig. 5a~c. The basic part of the digital section (see.fig. 5a) has two 12

bits registers for upper and lower level, a 12 bit (1 of 2) data selector,

two 12 bit comparators and a 12 bit up-down counter. In the block mode the

upper and lower level register are connected in turn by the data selector with

the digital-analog convertor AD 562. The up-down counter is in the block mode

transparant for the input from the data selector. The switching frequency of

the data selector is given by the CLOCK 1 input. In the sawtooth mode the

up-down counter counts up with the frequency of CLOCK 1 untill the counter

content equals the upper level register. The up-down flip is reversed in

a flop and the counter continues with down counting with the CLOCK 2

frequency untill the counter equals the lower level register and it is

switched again in the up direction. In the constant voltage mode the

upper level register is connected continuously with the digital to analog

convertor.

The four bit control register (fig. 5b) is filled with the control

word, providing the output voltage mode (bit 1-3) and the output enable

(bit 4). In case of 5V power failure the generator output is disabled

(0 volt) via the CLEAR signal. The start pulse, which is necessary for

further synchronization, is produced by a one shot at the beginning of

each positive slope of the output voltage.

The analog section is constructed with a 12 bit high speed convertor

AD 562 and a fast operational amplifier AD 507 J. The reader is referred to

the specifications of the manufacturer for detailed information about both

devices. The required reference (V ref.) and supply voltages (10.000 V,

+ 15 V and - 15 V) are obtained by means of the voltage regulators drawn in

fig. 5c.
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fig. 5. Blockdiagram of the CAMAC function generator.

a) main digital section and digital to analog conversion

b) control section

c) reference and stroply voltages
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5. THE COMPUTER PROCESS PROGRAM

The Fortran IV-plus process program for time dependent neutron depolarization

measurements is called PAX003 and consists of a main program and nineteen sub-

routines. The program has been written in overlay structure in order to reduce

the active task size. The active task needs a stack length of 128 and its size

is below 2 k. The RSX1l-D system of the PDP 11/70 computer makes it possible

to create dummy tasks, which are used as data buffer in core. Such a dummy

task, called PAXBUF, is.created when PAX003 is runned, and it is filled with

the time spectrum of the neutron intensity by means of direct data channel

request and autonomous memory control. The buffer size can be chosen between

64 and 8192 channels and the buffer works in increment mode.

Program PAX003 is the service routine for the dummy task or data buffer

PAXBUF. The service routine can be activated in two different ways: by event

flags correlated with the CAMAC L(ook)A(t)M(e) signals or by receiving a

message from the terminal or from a special subroutine (send-receive mechanism).

The program takes care of the fully automatic control over the measurements.

It starts with reading the chosen input parameters needed for the experiment

and stored in a separate file on disk. The program continues with a dump of

the input parameters on the terminal and the adjustment of the first polarizing

and analysing directions. The data buffer is cleared and started and the

neutron intensity is stored untill the monitor preset count is obtained. Then

the data channel is stopped and the content of PAXBUF is written on disk.

The next polarizing and analysing direction is adjusted and the experiment

goes on untill a specified number of measurements against preset count is

performed.

The program PAX003 also controls the temperature of the sample in case

of time and temperature dependent measurements. The measuring procedure can be

controlled by display facilities and terminal action. In the case of system failures

the loss of measuring time and data is limited to the computer down period

and an additional few minutes. This feature is performed by means of a soft-

ware timer in the program, which activates a copy mechanism of the data

buffer towards disk every five minutes.

5.1. The subcommand decoder

Besides the normal terminal instructions of the RSXIl-D system several

special commands can be given from terminal or from special subroutines. The

special commands make the control over the experiment by the experimentator

possible. These subcommands are received in the special subroutine RECDAT,

which is called in the subroutine COMPAX (see current scheme 1). The subroutine
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(COMPAX )

ICALLERPAXlh-TfrrIPALL RECDATI

CALLOPFPAX SAVPAX FNDPAX

®H|CALL ENTPAXJf̂ M'g''0 CALLBSYPAXHDCH BUSY

MIS=I3 HlCALLERRPAXI

CALL BEAPAX COHPAX RUFPAXTIMPAX AOJPAX WIMW)j[

ICALL BSYWXH-TDCH RDY?'

[CALL STOPAX KILPAX

|CALL ERRPAX|

[CALLCLOPAXHI EXIT | K STOP )

1CALLERRPAX||-PN5TOPEN

I |CALL REARAX COWWX TWWX AttJH»{p<^y{TI>>-|[cALLCL0P<4-)| EX I T | [ - ( S T O P

fig. 6. Current scheme of subroutine COMPAX and i t s connexions to other

subroutines.
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COMPAX is the most important one and it activates other subroutines via the

main program. The possible subcommands are: OPF, RUF, RQS, KIL, CLO, SRV and

WAI, while RQS may be extended to RQSCLE and RQSWRI. The subcommand is decoded

in COMPAX using the parameter JUMP. After the test on status switches, the

COMPAX subroutine returns the control to the main program. The switches, which

are tested, deal with the actual status of the measurements and consist of the

open switch IOPSW, which is set when the data channel has been declared and

opened, and the run switch IRUNSW, which equals one when the data channel is

started. The main program calls the required subroutines in the sequence

determined by the value of the jump parameter and after all the control returns

to the special subroutine RECDAT in COMPAX again, where a next subcommand is

expected. If an error occurs during decoding or subroutine execution, information

about the error is messaged on the terminal using the parameter MIS. The process

stops by terminal action,or automatically by the KONTIN switch, which becomes

zero when all specified measurements are done.

The global meaning of the subcommands is as follows:

OPF - request for memory allocation for a dummy task used as data buffer;

tests restart parameters and initializes CAMAC stations and processes;

links program (PA003) to dummy task (PAXBUF) and enables the access to

the program PA003 by means of the keyword PAXBUF

RUF - starts the measurements with the aid of the input parameter list

KIL - stops the measurements; counter part of RUF

CLO - end of the measurement; counter part of OPF; process program and dummy

task are stopped and aborted

RQS - provides information about the measurement

SRV - causes action (service) when the monitor preset is obtained, and

continues the measurement similar to the RUF command

WAI - continues the measurements similar to the RUF command, but now after

a waiting time for temperature stabilizing

RQSCLE - clears the data buffer and counting registers, without measurement stop

RQSWRI - writes the content of the data buffer and the contents of the counting
registers onto disk; can be given independent of the status of the
experiment

5.2. Description of the subroutines

COMPAX - receives subcommand or message; decodes subcommand; tests and

modifies status switches; asignment of CAMAC station adresses;

package of standard CAMAC instructions into arrays

OPFPAX - request for data buffer; clears buffer
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SAVPAX - fills in case of system restart the data buffer with the last

copied version of the buffer on disk, and adjusts the monitor,

detector and timer registers with the correlated values

FNDPAX - tests the availability of CAMAC stations

ENTPAX - occupies the CAMAC stations for use by this program only;

resets the time coding unit

REAPAX - reads input parameters from a named file on disk, that can be

modified during run time of the main program

CONPAX - converts input parameters from REAPAX

RUFPAX - writes input parameters on terminal

TIMPAX - converts input parameters into control words which will be adressed

to the registers of the CAMAC stations; adjusts the restart parameters

ADJPAX - adjust the polarizing and analysing directions; writes the pol.- anal,

adjustment within the file name of the time spectrum and displays the

adjustment at the experimental set-up

TMPPAX - creates a step in the temperature control and starts the waiting

time for temperature stabilizing

RUNPAX - starts delay - pulse generators,function generator, time coding unit,

counting registers and data channel; starts the interrupt mechanisme

for monitor preset count

STOPAX - selects the reason for a measurement stop: nonitor preset count,

terminal action or copy procedure (every 5 minutes) of the data

buffer; stops electronic equipment and data channel; reads

counting registers and places relevant data in dummy block of

the spectrum

SRVPAX - adds the run count to the spectrum name; writes the spectrum

with its proper file specification on disk and decides whether

further measurements must be performed

RKCPAX - writes the run count on terminal in case of "RQS" command; cancels

the monitor event flag and the 5 minute copy mechanism in case of

the "KIL" command; releases dummy task and CAMAC stations; adjusts

restart parameters in the input file and stops the program in case

of the "CLO" command

BSYPAX - sends a message to the terminal if any CAMAC station is not acces-

sible or the data channel is not ready

ERRPAX - sends a message to the terminal if a wrong command or a command

on a wrong moment has been given and enables one in some cases to

recover the error and to restart
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CLEPAX - clears the data buffer and counting register

WRIPAX - writes the content of the data buffer with its file specification

on disk in case of terminal write command "RQSWRI"; copies the

data buffer every 5 minutes to disk.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The experimental set-up for three dimensional time dependent neutron

depolarization measurements appears to be an accurate and usefull instrument

in the study of time dependent phenomena in the bulk of magnetic materials.

This new technique has turned out to be a valuable tool in the study of domain

wall bowing and magnetization reversal processes, such as nucleation of domains

and eddy current limited domain wall motion [3][4][5].

The time resolution obtained (8ys) can be improved, but it will require

considerable modifications in the geometry of the instrument. In particular the

construction of polarization turners and guide fields should be altered in

order to shorten the distance between sample and detector. Also the thickness

of the analysing crystal, the mosaic spread of polarizing and analysing crystal

and the thickness of the detector should be minimized for optimal resolution.

The last three quantities may decrease the neutron intensity and deteriorate

the signal to background ratio.

The time dependent neutron depolarization technique can also be applied

to study the magnetic after effect and temperature-dependent phenomena.

Also phenomena in non magnetic materials such as the skin effect of

conductors and the behaviour of superconductors in the presence of an

external applied magnetic field can be studied.
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Appendix

Specifications of electronic equipment

- 1) Delay-pulse generator

- pulse rate or delay time adjustable between 100 ns and 100 s

- in- and outputs TTL-logic

- external -start and -gate signal inputs

- busy signal output

- pulse outputs in positive and negative logic

- internal clock output (20 MHz)

- external synchronizing clock input

- display of repetition or delay time

- time jitter of output pulse less than 50 ns

- pulse duration: 50 ns at times shorter than 10 ys,

1 ys at longer times

- programmable enabling and disabling of output pulse

CAMAC-functions:

I NF8A0 - test LAM

NF10A0 - clear LAM

NF16A0 - write time in BCD format:

Wl - W4 : units

W5 - W8 : tens

W9 - Wl1: scale factor

NF24A0 - disable LAM, clear LAM

NF24A1 - disable internal start- and gate-signal

NF25A0 - oscillator mode

NF25A1 - delay mode

NF26A0 - enable LAM

NF26A1 - enable internal start and gate signal

ZS2 - initialize: clear LAM, disable LAM, disable station.

2) Time coding unit

total number of time channels programmable between 2 and 2

time channel width: by external oscillator in combination with internal

control register; S 100 ns

two time scales programmable: time scale(2)= m x time scale(l)with m

programmable : 1 £ m £ 128, m being a factor of 2

- start of time coding by external start signal

- read out triggering by external store pulses; more than one store pulse

after a start pulse is allowed



- read out by direct data channel request or by interrupt handling

- time coding can be synchronized with external clock

- programmable 16bit start adress (offset)

- overlap facility for rainimaliaation of dead time

- in- and outputs TTL, positive logic
CAMAC functions:

NFOAO - read data buffer

NF8A0 - test LAM

NF9A0 - clear data buffer

NF10A0 - clear LAM

NF16A0 - write offset register

NF16A2 - write control register

Wl - W3: group length

W4 - W6: ratio between time scales

NF24A0 - disable LAM

NF26A0 - enable LAM

3) Function generator

- modes : block, sawtooth and constant voltage

- mode indication rwithLED's on front of unit

- inputs : CLOCK 1 used in the block and sawtooth mode

CLOCK 2 used in the sawtooth mode
—4

- output voltage : between - 4.9 V and + 4.9 V in 4096 steps of 25x)0 V

upper and lower level programmable (12 bits)

- output impedance: 200 fi, 20 nF

- rise and fall time: (block mode) 1.4 ys, resp. 6.5 ps at full amplitude;

at other amplitudes proportional smaller

- drift : (constant voltage mode) less than 25x10 V(per 24 hours)

- protection : output protected against short cirquiting and power failure

- inhibit : output disable via control word (W4)

synchronisation : 160 ns synchronizing pulse (TTL negative logic) at each

positive slope of the output voltage

- CAMAC functions :

NF16A0 - write lower level (W1-W12)

NF16A3 - write upper level (W1-W12)

NF16A2 - write control register (W1-W4)

Control word:

block mode : Wl

sawtooth mode : W2

constant voltage mode:W3

output enable : W4
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THREE DIMENSIONAL NEUTRON POLARIMETER CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

THEO M. Rekveldt and FRANS J. van Schaik.

Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, Delft, the Netherlands

Three dimensional neutron polarization analysis enables one to

adjust the polarization direction of the neutron beam in front

of a sample holder in three independent directions successively

and to analyse the polarization of the transmitted beam along

any desired direction. For this purpose use is made of two

polarization turners, each consisting of two coils perpendicular

to each other, which create a magnetic field. In this field the

neutron polarization turns to the desired direction. A theory has

been developed to determine the misalignments of the polarizing

and analyzing directions with respect to a reference system of

axes and to calculate the corrections to the currents to compen-

sate these deviations. This theory has been used in an automatic

calibration and adjustment procedure. In this way the polarizing

and analysing direction can be adjusted within one angular degree,

with respect to the reference system.
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1. Introduction

Three dimensional neutron polarization analysis is a quite new method

used already for several years and which has shown to be useful in a

number of applications, such as the study of magnetic critical phenomena ' ,

static magnetic domain structures ' ' ' and more recently also in the
7 8

study of dynamic domain structures ' (moving domain walls) and even in-
q

elastic neutron scattering .

The method makes use of a polarized monochromatic neutron beam e.g.

obtained by Bragg reflection from a magnetized Fe_Si,Co00Fe_ or Cu_MnAl

single crystal X as schematically shown in fig. 1. The polarization of the

beam is analysed by measuring the reflected intensity from a similar

analysing crystal X . The polarized beam is transmitted through a magnetic-

ally shielded sample holder made of soft iron and u-metal, in which a

sample can be placed. In front of the sample holder a polarization turner

D enables one to turn the polarization direction from the original

z-direction to one of the desired directions (x, y or z) at the sample

position as indicated in the figure. Doing so use is made of the precession

of the neutron polarization vector around a homogeneous magnetic field in

the polarization turner. In the same way the polarization turner D_ behind

the sample holder returns the polarization along either x, y or z into

the analysing direction determined by the magnetization direction of

the analysing crystal. The measured polarization degree is given by

I - I. .
~ ~ (i,j = x,y or z)

s m

where the indices i and j refer to the adjustment directions of the

polarization turners D_ and D. respectively. The quantity I., is the

measured intensity in the detector, I the shim intensity in the detector,
s

in the case of a fully depolarized neutron beam and I the intensity with
a maximum polarized beam. The intensities I and I in our apparatus

3 2 s m 2

amount 4.10 cnts /sec and 5.10 cnts /sec respectively with a 1 cm dia-

phargm in the beam. The quantity A., can be considered as a (3x3) depola-

rization matrix.

The accuracy of the adjustment of the polarization vector by the

turners with respect tot the x,y,z system in the sample holder S is not

only of importance for the reliability of the results obtained with the

apparatus, but it is also determining the kind of experiments which might
4

be carried out. Since some applications demand a very accurate knowledge
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DAC's

VIneutron
beam

Fig. 1.

Schematic view of the experimental set-up. Here X , X are the polarizing and
P a

analysing crystals, D and D. the polarization turners, S the sampleholder

with calibration coils and M and C the neutron monitor and detector. Further

the CAMAC crate contains the D(igital) A(nalog) C(onverters), electronic

clock and Counting Registers (CNT.REG.). The CAMAC crate is connected with the

PDP 11/70 computer with peripheral line printer (LP), terminal (TI) and

disk (DK). The symbol INP corresponds to the input of a counting register, INH

corresponds to the signal by which the counting register can be stopped and

0V corresponds to the overflow signal when a preset count has been reached.

of the polarization directions of the incoming neutron beam and the

direction along which the polarization has to be analysed, a procedure

has been developed to determine the three independent polarization

directions and the three independent directions of analysis separately

and very precisely with respect to the x,y,z system at the sample

position. According to this it should be noted that both polarization

turners affect the neutron polarization vector, which makes it difficult
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to know its orientation at the sample position. To solve this problem

it was necessary to use an auxiliary magnetic field at the sample

position with a suitable amplitude and a known orientation, defining

the x,y,z system.

Untill recently the polarization turners were adjusted using a coil

at the sample position which creates an alternating magnetic field in the

x,y or z direction successively. The amplitude of the field was chosen

in such a way that the polarization components perpendicular to the

magnetic field averaged out in time. With the auxiliary field in the

i direction the polarization turners were adjusted to optimize the

polarization degree of the diagonal element D.. measured. Carrying out

this procedure for i = x,y and z the adjustment procedure was completed.

This calibration method can simply be considered as to maximize cos(<j>)

with <f> being equal to the angular deviation of the polarization

| directions from perfect adjustment.Because cos (<j>) is insensitive for small <j),

this method has the disadvantage that the polarizing and analysing

directions were calibrated not better than within 10-20 angular degrees.

In this paper we will discuss a new method of adjustment by using

a D.C. auxiliary field in the +_ y and +_ z direction at the sample

position and measuring the off-diagonal elements A., (i ̂  j). From

these elements corrections are calculated to be applied to the currents

through the coils of the polarization turners and hence the adjustment

is improved. By iteration the same procedure is repeated and finally the

deviations are minimum. The advantage of this method is simply

considered as finding the zero of the sine of the angular deviation

which results in a very accurate adjustment of the polarization

directions within one angular degree.

In this paper section 2 deals with the description of the system

of polarization turners and sample holder with auxiliary magnetic field.

Section 3 describes the calibration of the polarization turners in terms

of the deviation of ideal adjustment. Section 4 gives the calculation of

the corrections for the adjustment of the polarization turners. Section 5

deals with the electronic system while section 6 describes the current

scheme of the computer programm carrying out the adjustment and calibra-

tion procedure. Finally section 7 gives the results and discussion of the

new automatic adjustment method.
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2. Description of the system

The relevant part of the experimental set-up, where the polarization

rotations occur, consists of the polarization turners D. and D- and the

sample holder S between them. The polarization turners D and D_ each

consist of 2 coils which can create a variable magnetic field in the y

and z direction respectively, as schematically indicated in fig. 1. In

the sample holder S two auxiliary coils have been applied which can also

create a magnetic field in the y- an z-direction, respectively. The currents

through the coils will be marked as Dj (j), Dj2<j) »
 s
y(

m
y)>

 s
z^

m
z)»

 D 2 y ^

and D. (i) where j and i refer to the adjustment of polarizing and

analysing directions respectively and m and m are integers which determine

the sign (m = +1) of the current in the auxiliary coils in S,
y»z

and they are zero when there is no current. More detailed information

of the system is given in section 5 and 6.

3. Calibration of the polarization turners

Let us define an orthonormal system of axes X, (k = 1,2 or 3)

coinciding with the x,y,z system of axes at the sample position.

The various directions of polarization p. at the sample position and

the directions q. along which the polarization will be analysed are

defined on X, by

h -
(2)

where i,j,k,l = 1,2 or 3. The matrices P and Q will be called the

deviation matrices which describe the maladjustment of the polarization

turners and they are subject of investigation in this section. Both

P and Q are diagonal in case of perfect adjustment. In the following

calculations the unit vectors X. will also be indicated by the column

vectors

1

0

0
V

0

1

0

and X, = (3)

According to equation (1) the measured neutron intensity is not only

dependent upon the polarization adjustments i and j, but also on the



adjustments m and m of the auxiliary coils in the sample holder

with the consequence that A.. transforms into a fourth rank tensor:

A..
lj ,m. my z

I - I..
s lj m m

y z
I - Is m

(A)

The tensor A can also be expressed as a scalar product of the vectors

p. and q. defined in eq. (2) where p. will be transformed by the fourth

rank tensor D, which represents the influence of the auxiliary coils in

the sample holder on the neutron polarization,

A.. = (q. . D p. )
11 m m l m m jJ y z y z J

(5)

Substitution of eq.(2) in (5) yields

A..
mymz "

Q i l =

=

1,1

I
1.1

{

e

Q

Q. P .

0. P .l l kj

D
m m

y z

< V Dmym

D lk m

* ij

X, )

(6)

Adjusting the auxiliary coils in such a way that m = j* 1, m = 0 corresponds
y z

to _+ 90 rotation of the polarization vector around the y-axis, and m = 0

•+ 1 to 90° rotation around the z-axis, then it may simply be shown
m =

in a right handed system of axis that,

+ 10

0-1

0
0
1

0
1
0

0
1
0

1
0
0

1
0
0

0
0
1

-10

0 0-1
0 1 0
1 0 0

» D and

(7)

Using expressions (6) and (7) the following relations may be derived
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Blii

P22
P21

P22

Q22 P23
(8a)

Aij-MO~

* Q21 P33

-Q 3 3 P I 2

(8b)

33

Q13 P33

Q 2 3 P33 (8c)

B,.. =
23

<22 *

-Q3I P22

(8d)

In the expressions (8) the elements irrelevant for our purpose have been

replaced by an *. Moreover, since the off-diagonal matrix elements P.. and ,

Q.. (ij'j) are much smaller than one, double products of off-diagonal elements

have been omitted as being of less importance. The diagonal elements P.. and

Q.. are of the order one. The reason why we do not omit the latter in expres-

sions (8) is that the sign of P.. and Oj^ is unknown as long as Che sign of

the magnetic fields in the polarization turners and the sense of rotation of

the neutrons in that fields are not determined. However, as a consequence of

the definition in formula (4) the product of Q-.. and P.. is always positive,

so that they can be interchanged in the further procedure. Expressions (8)

show that by measuring the four different matrices A + ] Q, A_.Q, AQ . and AQ_.

the off-diagonal elements of the diviation matrices can easily be found. However

as can be seen from equations (8) four elements have been measured twice. In

the calibration procedure we choose the deviation matrix elements defined by

the following relations.

P.o P.
33

P Pr13 22

P Pr23 22

B

P
31 33
32 II

J232

423

B!21

8123

B331

B212

(9a)
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P22

33

33

P 2 2 =

112

B313

223

"221

^ 3 2

(9b)

Next, corrections in the adjustment of the individual polarization turners

can be performed. In this section it has been assumed that the neutron

polarization in the sample holder is affected only by the applied field in

the 90 degree coils. In case a stray field is present in the region of

the applied field the determination of the deviation matrices and the

size and direction of the mean stray field, will be treated in the appendix.

4. Corrections on the adjustment of the polarization turners

As described in section 2 the polarization turners D. and D_ consist each

of two coils which create a magnetic field in the yz plane. Given the

measured deviation matrices there are two independent methods to determine

the corrections to be applied to the currents through the coils in order

to diminish the deviations from perfect adjustment, which we will call the

analytical method and the empirical method respectively. In the first method

analytical expressions are derived from a zero order adjustment and used

to transform small changes of the currents in the coils into corrections Ap..

According to the empirical method small changes in the currents are

successively applied, the changes in p. and q. are measured and from these

results the correct adjustment is determined. Both methods will be treated

here subsequently in more detail.

4.1. ANALYTICAL METHOD

The direction of the field in the polarization turner is expressed in terms

of the components n . and n . of the unit vector in the field direction, while
yi zi '

the magnitude of the field is expressed by the Larmor precession angle ty.

which the polarization vector turns in the coils. The polarization vector p.

is obtained by D. by rotation from the initial z direction. Moreover q. is

rotated by D« to the -z direction, which may be described by the column vectors

- n, . s in <t>. .

P.
" "lyj nlzj

(1-cos

n2yi S l n %

~n2yi n2zi °~ C 0 S (10)
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Here the indices 1 and 2 refer to the polarization turner D. and T>2, and i

and j refer still to the directions of adjustment of the turners. From

expressions (10) the following difference equations can be derived;

An,

for

-n , . cosd),
lyj 1

-n, . n. .
lyj 1ZJ

2

j

sini}).. &*lj +

~sii

+2n

n.

i y j

i
a l z j

(1-cos<t>j.)

and

and in the same way

"n2yi n 2z i s i n *2i

+n2yis in<f>2i

and

V2i

lyj
2 2n, . -n , .I z j l y i ,.

ll2zi
{ 1 . c o s ,

• + 2 n2yi ( 1"C O S < 1 )2i)

n
—sin<t>«.

n 2 y i 2i.

2yi

l-2n22.(l-co8<fr2.)

(Ha)

An, .lzj

f o r

(lib)

a n2yi

for n

(12a)

An. .2zi

for

(12b)
Expressions (11) and (12) give the relationship between the differences Ap and

Aq in the orientations p and q and A(j) and An are the differences in amplitude

<J) and direction n of the magnetic f ield in the polarization turners.
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Using expressions (10) zero order values for *,, «2, n, and n 2 can be obtained

for the x,y and z adjustments of the polarization turners D} and D2- The various

parameters chosen are summarized in table 1.

Table 1. Zero order values for the polarization adjustments.

i

1

2

3

• l i

TT/2

TT

IT

niyi

- i

-1//2

+ 1

nlzi

0

+1//2

0

*2i

TT/2

ir

•n

n_ .
2yi

+1

-1//2

+ 1

n2zi

0

+ 1//2

0

Using these values the difference equations (11) and (12) can be

simplified.

AP3 = " '2Anlz3X2

-2/2 An Iy2
0

(13a)

Aq, =

Aq2 = - 2/2 /

+ 0

(13b)

The corrections to be applied to p. and q. by means of Ap. and Aq^ to compensate

for the deviations as defined in eq. (2) can be written as

( 1 A b )

and from these equations the amplitude and direction correction of the magnetic

field in D. en D_ can be found,
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--P

A n

31

"P2.

+/2 1

/2
ly2

"P13

-n
A n lyl

P32 " A nlz2

Izl

lyl

1z2

Anlzl

-n
An

Iz3
Iy3

AAn,
lnly3 l 2 3

(15a)

P21 13
A n 2zl = + Q 1 2 " A n 2 y l
A<}»22 = - / 2 Q2 ]

=+/2/4 Qo

l'2zl
An2zl

An,
2z2

_ " n2y2

A<)>23 = + Q31

= +1/2
-n2z3

An2z3

(15b)

To transform the corrections in the amplitude and direction of the field into

corrections of the real currents D. (j), D. (j), D« (i), D 2 (̂-̂  through the

field coils it is usefull to define the following relations

(16)

D,(j)

* l j
n

= / D '

= C.

; y (

°i ( j )

)/D

) /D

h D L ( j )

(j)

(j)

D2(i)

<t>2i
no .2yi
n2zi

= ^ y ( i ) +

= C2 D2(i)

= D2y(i)/D2

= D2 z(i)/D2

D2z ( i )"

( i )

( i )

Here C. and C_ are constants of the coils which determine the rotation angle

of the polarization vector per unit of current.
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Using these relationsand the differential equations

(17)

the corrections on the currents are found,

,., n2Jti

with i = 1,2 and 3 and £= y and z

(18)

After having applied the calculated corrections, the calibration measurements

can be performed once more. In case the deviations of a perfect adjustment

are still too large, the whole procedure can be repeated eventually with

better counting statistics of the measured neutron intensities. Applying

the described calibration procedure for the first time,care should be taken

of the signs of the apdied fields with respect to the

system of axes and the sense of rotation of the polarization vector around

that field. When this is not done properly the calibration procedure may

diverge from the perfect adjustment for some elements of the deviation matrices

However this can be established immediately after one iteration.

4.2. EMPIRICAL METHOD

This method does not require the knowledge of a zero order adjustment and a

complicated calculation in order to know how to correct for the deviations

of ideal adjustment.

If two initial currents D, (i) and D.. (i) are given, determining the polarizaton

vector = E P^. 7L , then the application of a small change in D (i) and D (i)

successively, delivers the changes a, . and 6, . in P, . respectively, in formula

ADly(i)

AD,z(i)

AP.

A'P.

with n 4 m 4 i

. 2
m

(19)
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The deviations of p. should be compensated by an adjustment correction,

written as

a. ADly(i) + b.AD]z(i) * - Pn. \ - Pm. Xm (20)

and this equation together with eq.(19) delivers easily a solution for a. and b.

& . P . - B - P •
mi ni nx mi

a. =i B • a • - B • a .ni mi mi ni

b. =
a . P . - a . P . < 2 1 )

mi ni ni mi
i a . B - - a . S •ni mi mi ni

with i ̂  n ̂  E •

With a. and b. the correction for the deviations of p. can be performed. In the

same way the corrections for the other values of i and of q. have been found.

It should be noted that in this method for the determination of ot, . and

^ki c a l ^ b r a t i ° n measurements have to be carried out twice and they should have a much

better accuracy than in the analytical method.However, an advantage of the empirical

method is that the influence of stray fields and other disturbances which limit

the final accuracy of the analytical method are incorporated here.

5. Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up, schematically drawn in fig. 1, is largely built up

with CAMAC modules connected via a parallel branch dystem with the PDP-11/70

process computer. The current values from the controlling program are written

into two four-fold digital to analog converters (Quad-DAC's). The analog output

of each converter is adjustable in 256 steps between -5V and +5V and the

stability is better than half a step. Six of the DAC's are used to drive the

current supplies which deliver direct currents proportional to their input

voltage and they are fed into the y and z coils S. The accuracy of each current

is better than 0.5% of the full amplitude. The detector (C) behind the

analysing crystal (X ) measures the polarization degree of the beam. The

measurements are done against monitor count, in order to cancel out
3

reactor flux variations. Both detector tubes are filled with He and are

connected via preamplifiers to common amplifiers and discriminators. The

outputs of the discriminators are fed into two registers of a Quad-counting

register (CNT.REG.). A clock frequency of 100 Hz in the third register gives
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the measuring time. The measurement of an neutron intensity starts subse-

quently by writing current values into the DAC's giving the desired pola-

rizing, analysing and calibrating field combination, by clearing all

counting registers, by writing the preset monitor value into the monitor

counter and finally by starting the counters. When the preset value in

the monitor counter is reached the overflow output (OV) of this counter

inhibits (INH) the inputs (INP ) of the other counters. Attention is asked

via the CAMAC system to the program and all counters are read while the

values are buffered in arrays in the computer. After this a next intensity

can be measured.

6. Computer program

The adjustment and calibration procedure according to the analytical method

(see chapter 4.1, without stray fields) is carried out by the Fortran IV-plus

program IJK2. The calibration by means of the empirical method or the method

discussed in appendix A (with stray fields) have not yet been programmed and

tested. The program has been given an overlay structure in order to minimize

the size of the active task. A current scheme of the program has been given

in fig. 2.' In the main program, called IJK2, all subroutines are called

subsequently. The first two subroutines, IJK2ST and IJK2IO are called only

once at the start of the calibration procedure. The others are called in

sequence every iteration cycle.

In subroutine IJK2ST the program asks on the terminal for the desired

number od iterations, the preset value for the monitor counter and the shim

and minimum intensity I and I respectively of the neutron beam. By means

of a switch in this subroutine a choice is made between direct current values

for polarizing and analysing coils given by a fixed data statement in the

program or direct current values given by terminal input. In the first case

the direct current values resulting after the first correction, which will

be sufficient in most cases, are recorded in a separate file on disk, which

is used by all other process programs dealing with the adjustment of polari-

zing and analysing coils. In the case of input of direct currents via the

terminal the direct current corrections are not written in the separate

file. In the subroutine IJK2I0 the currents for + and - 90 degree rotation

in the y and z calibration coils are read from an input file on disk,

laese values have been determined previously and are characteristic for the

calibration coils used. After this all relevant starting parameters are

displayed on the terminal and the various CAMAC processes used in this

program are initiated. At this point the iteration cycle starts.
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input of start

IJK2ST

parameters from terminal

1
reading of calibration currents from disk

dumping of all starting parameters on terminal

initiation of CAMAC processes

IJK2I0

calculation of amplitudes and directions of the

magnetic fields from currents in polarizing and

analysing coils

IJK2C1

measurements of relevant intensi-

ties with calibration fields in

the +y, -y, +z and -z direction

resp., conversion of measured

intensities into polarization

degrees

IJK2ME

measurement of a(3x3) matrix

without fields in calibration coils

conversion of intensities into pol.

degrees

IJK2NU

calculation of deviation matrices and

correction of the currents

IJK2CA

dumping of relevant data on line

printer and disk

IJK20U, IJK2PU

Fig. 2.

Current scheme of the computer program.

adjustment of the

desired polarizing,

analysing, calibratic

field combination and

measurement of one

intensity

INTEN

(see above)

INTEN
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One cycle consists of the measuring of neutron intensities, the calcu-

lation of the deviation matrices and the correction of the currents. For

this purpose in subroutine IJK2CI firstly amplitudes (D (j), <j> (j), D_(i) and

<t>>(i)) and directions n. •, n. -, n- •, n? . of the magnetic fields are

calculated from the currents in the polarising and analysing coils. Then

in subroutine IJK2ME the relevant intensities I., m m are measured, using

the subroutine INTEN. This subroutine carries out an adjustment of the

desired polarizing, analysing and calibrating coil currents and CAMAC opera-

tions for the measuring of the intensity against monitor counts. As long

as the monitor preset value is not reached the priority of the program is

lowered in this subroutine. Here after, the subroutine INTEN is also called

in the subroutine IJK2NU, which performs a measurement of a (3x3) intensity

matrix with zero fields in the calibration coils. These intensities are not

necessary in the calculation of the misorientations unless stray fields as

treated in the appendix are involved, but serve merely as control values

in the listing of the-calibration results. The subroutine IJK2CA calculates

the deviation matrices and direct current corrections defined by formula (18).

In subroutines IJK2OU and IJK2PU all measured intensities, calculated

deviations and direct current corrections for each iteration are dumped on

the line printer. Besides, in the case a choice has been made for the fixed

| current values included in subroutine IJK2ST, the corrected currents after

the first iteration are written in a separate list on disk. The program stops

after the specified number of iteration cycles.

7. Results and discussion

In tables 2 and 3 the results of two calibration runs are given. In both

tables the deviations P.. and Q.. (i^j) are given as calculated from the

measured intensities in each iteration cycle. In the top of each table the

monitor preset, shim and minimum intensity are specified, respectively. The

calibration procedure optimizes the adjustments in such a way that the

deviations in the last column of table 2 and 3 are smaller than 0.02. In the

calibration run given in table 2 this result has already been achieved in
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the fourth iteration step; the next iterations have been performed to

demonstrate the stability of the resulting perfect adjustments in

relation to the counting statistics and the accuracy of the current

supplies and the DAC's. The final deviations are not better than about

0.02 due to the limitation to adjust each current not better than on one

step out of 128 steps full amplitude. It can also be seen in table 2 and

3 that the deviation^converge to zero even when they start with very

large values (step zero), although the calculations in the program have

been performed with the assumption of small deviations.

Table 2. Deviations measured in calibration run 1.

Run 1

monitor preset count (MPC): 400.000 ents

shim intensi ty : 88.000 cnts/(MPC)

minimum intensi ty : 13.000 cnts:(MPC)

I te ra t ion

Step 0 1 2 3 4 5

P(3,2)

P(l,3)

P(2,3)

Q(2,l

Q(2,3)

Q<3,2)

.050

-.224

.456

.200

-.625

.040

-.075

-.455

-.473

-.470

.679

.003

.034

-.299

.207

-.049

-.310

-.032

-.036

-.268

.018

.295

.284

.029

-.012

-.065

.022

-.002

-.058

-.031

.071

-.008

-.072

-.052

.052

.014

.011

-.024

.001

.005

-.008

.012

-.012

.037

.003

.010

-.003

.007

.013

-.002

-.001

-.007

-.002

-.012

-.003

.012

-.008

-.001

-.006

.011

.000

.000

-.005

-.006

-.013

.011

-.013

.009

-.009

.003

.012

-.014

.003

.001

-.002

.014

-.003

-.017

.037

.004

-.009

.009

-.004

.009

.003

.001

-.008

-.012

-.006

-.003

-.023

.016

.008

-.017

-.009

-.005

-.004

.001

.005

-.019

-.011

.003

-.015

-.012

-.013

.002

-.007

-.005
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Table 3. Deviations measured in calibration run 2,

Run 2

monitor preset count (MPC): 200.000 cnts

shim intensity : 44.000 cnts/(MPC)

minimum intensity : 6.500 cats/(MPC)

Iteration

step

PO,2)

P<3,2)

PO.3)

P(2,3)

QO,3)

Q(2,3)

Q(3,D

Q(3,2)

-.080

.139

-.254

.042

.188

.058

.090

.214

.311

-.178

-.226

-.032

.016

.073

-.030

-.048

.048

.019

-.050

.041

-.012

.110

-.003

-.006

.010

-.002

.003

-.018

-.016

-.013

-.023

-.013

.008

-.014

-.009

-.011

-.008

.005

.002

-.001

.018

.002

-.011

-.005

-.011

-.001

-.001

.018

Table 4. Starting and Final DAC adjustments at two different calibration

runs (run 1 and 2).

C

U

R

R

V

A

L

U

E

S

run 1

start end

run 2

end start
80

126

60

188

210

127

160

126

60

190

210

132

58

121

40

218

246

124

186

123

35

210

247

137

58

120

39

218

247

124

186

123

35

210

247

136

51

115

30

230

255

120

195

120

28

225

255

140
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In this way the large starting deviations cause the deviations in the next

two iterations (step 1 and 2) not to be at minimum. Table 4 demonstrates

that the difference between the final DAC values for the x, y and z

polarizing and analysing coils is one step at most, while the start values

were quite different.

In conclusion the accuracy of the adjustment of the polarization

turners seems to be limited only by the accuracy of the current supplies

and DAC's in the first place and the statistics of the measured intensities

in the second place.
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Appendix

Calibration with a stray field in the sample holder

In section 3 it has been assumed that in absence of an apnlied calibraton field

in the sample holder no rotation of the polarization vector would occur in this

region. However a stray field in the case of zero applied field in the sample-

holder will give a change of the polarization vector. The action of the mean

stray field on the polarization vector is given by the rotation matrix D,

U + A sin ut + A (I-coscot) (1A)

where A =

0

n

-n

-n

n

-n and U =

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

Here ait is the rotation angle of the polarization vector in the stray field

and n.' are the direction cosines of the mean stray field. We assume ut « 1

in absence of the 90° calibration field in the sample holder. With this

assumption and without calibration fields the matrix D may be written as:

1

A

-A

-A

1

A

-A with A
x
y
z

n 1 OJt
x

y
z

(2A)

With an applied calibration field in the y or z direction for which U)t = TT/2 one

should substitute in the matrix D of eq. (1A) cos o>t = 0, sin cot = 1, n = + I or

n = ± \ dependent whether the field is applied in the + y or the +_ z direction

respectively. The stray field components perpendicular to the applied field are

still relevant and may be expressed as components n , n and n of the total

x y z

field which is the sum of the applied calibration field and the strayfield.

Carrying out the substitution the rotation matrix for the calibration fields
ir. the _+ y and _+ z direction and the stray field may be written analogously to
eq.(7) as,

+H,

-H,

Vnz
-1

0

!

n -n
x z

1

n +n
z x

-•n -n
x z

Vnz

1

Vnx

-1

-n -n
x z
0

(3A)
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+H

-H

0
1

Vny

0

-1

'V n y

-1
0

V n y

+ 1

0

n -nx y

V°y
"Vny

1

-n +nx y

1

and by defining D

one obtains

y

+ D
-H

D
+H " D - H

1 D , 1 2.
y

-z

(5A)

D-z

0

n
z0

0

1

n
X

-n
z

1

n
X

-1

0

n
y

0

-n
X

0

n
X

n
y

0

0

n
X

1

n
0

n
n +z

0

0

0

0

n
y

~n
X

—n

and

(6A)

Because the n , n and n are supposed to be small fractions of the applied 90

field in the positive y and z directions which are of equal size the stray field

components A. (i = x, y and z) can be written as

A = n . tr/2x x
A = n . IT/2
y y

Az - n z . TT/2

(7A)

The effects of the stray fields A.(i - x, y and z) are much smaller than one

and analogous to equation(8) the following relations may be derived:
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D
+ y P ) i j Q22P21 <>22P23 " nxQ22P33

Q32P22 + nxQ33P22

B 2 i j = (Q

Q11P31 '
Q n p 3 2

Q21P33 + nzQ22P33

-OP + O P
3̂3 13 V31 33

Q 1 3 P 3 3 + n y Q l l P 3 3

Q23P33 " nxQ22P33

Q33P31 " nyQ33PU Q33P32 + nxQ33P22

1 B ; . .
4ij

B Oij

= (Q D_ P ) . . =

(Q DQP). . =

^ 1 1 P 2 1 + Q 1 2 P 1 1

*

Q 3 2 P 1 1 + n x Q 3 3 P l

Q 11 P 11

+ A z Q 2 2 P l l ^ "

Q 3 3 P 3 ! + Q 3 1 P 1 1

l-V33PU

*

- Q 2 ] P 2 2 + Q22Pi2

1 ^ 3 l ' 2 2 + ^ 3 3 P 2 -

- A z P 22 Q l l

Q22P22

O P + 0 P
^33 32 ^32 22
+AxQ33P22

- Q n P 2 3 + n

Q22P13 + n

*

+ A y Q l n P 3 3

Q 9 P - J I + Q

- A x Q 2 2 P 3 3

Q33P33

X
Q 1 1 P

yQ22P

13P33

23P33

(8A)

In equation(8A) all terms with products of P.., Q, (i^j ,J,̂ k) and n
1 J X< K IT

(r = x,y,z) are small and have been omitted. As may be noticed from equation

(8A) the diagonal elements do not contain terms with stray field compos cr.Ca

in first order approximation.

From the measurements of the matrices Bi up to inclusive B' the various

deviation matrix elements and stray field components may be determined from

the following relations derived from (8A)
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= 0.5 ( B ' n

= 0.5 ( B ' u

" (B331

or alternative equations

0.

0.

Bj

5 (B£3
5 (B£2

3 + (B423 +

2 + {B223 +

I23 + (B212 H

B432>

B232}

h B221

P22P33)

P P }
22 33;

>P11P33 " (B0132 023J

(9A)

and for the deviation matrix elements,

P12 =

P13 =

P21 =

P23 =

P31 =
P =
32

B232

B423
B121

B123

B331

B<
212

P33

P22

P22
P22

P33
P, ,
11

+ nz
- n

y

+ n
X+ n
y_ u
X

P22

P33

Pll

P33

Pll
p
22

Q13 = B313 P33 " Uy Pll
Q21 = B223 P33 " nz P22

•*31

3 3 2

22

132 V12

+ n P__
x 22

ny P33

nx P33

(10A)

In the expressions (9A) and (10A) the quantities Q.. have been replaced by

P.. because the product of these two quantities is always positive and nearly

equal to one.

The advantage of this more precise calibration is rot only that the

adjustment of the polarization turners can be performed more precisely, but

also that the direction and size of a disturbing stray field is known, for

which in the experiments may be accounted.
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DOMAIN WALL MOTION AND WALL BOWING IN A FeSi PICTURE FRAME CRYSTAL STUDIED

BY THE TIME DEPENDENT NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

F.J. van Schaik , J.W. Burgmijer, M.Th. Rekveldt

Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, 2629 JB Delft, the Netherlands

Abstract

Using the three dimensional time-dependent neutron depolarization technique

the motion of a 180° domain wall in a (010)[001]picture frame FeSi(3.5wt%Si)

single specimen with dimensions (15x10x0.26)nm has been studied as a function

of the field amplitude of a block shaped magnetic field. The field ranges from

2 up to 40 A/m. The wall velocity and deformation have been measured as a function

of the applied field strength and the position of the wall in the crystal. The

measurements indicate that up to 27 A/m the wall motion is uniform with a dynamic

coercive force of 3 + 0.5 A/m and wall mobilities of 0.68 +• 0.07 and 0.81 +_ 0.08

mm s / A m , dependent upon the position of the moving wall in the crystal. The

measured depolarization due to wall bowing and wall inclination is less than

predicted in the literature for an ideally bowed wall, indicating that imper-

fections in the crystal cause bowing and tilting on a scale much smaller than the

crystal thickness. Nevertheless, the measured critical field above which the wall

breaks up and no steady state motion exist, agrees with the predictions of wall

bowing theory.
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1. Introduction

Domain wall bowing and eddy current limited domain wall motion are

considered to be closely connected with the origin of anomalous losses in
1—4

grain-oriented silicon-iron (transformer steel) . In view of the paramount

importance of the latter, it is of interest to study these phenomena in much

more detail. In order to be able to do so it is advantageous to choose simple

experimental conditions. For this reason we have investigated the magnetiza-

tion processes at room temperature of a (010)[00!]picture frame FeSi(3.5wt%Si)

crystal with a domain structure as shown in fig. 1 applying the newly-

developed time-dependent neutron depolarization technique. The motion of the

180 walls in this crystal has been studied using a block shaped periodic

magnetic field.

The three dimensional neutron depolarization technique makes use of the

possibility to adjust the polarization direction of a thermal monochromatic

neutron beam in three orthogonal directions successively. After transmission

through a ferromagnetic specimen the polarization of the neutron beam can be

analysed in three orthogonal directions. Using the calibration procedure des-

cribed elsewhere the adjustment and analyses of the polarization vector is

accurate to within one angular degree. In this way a (3x3) depolarization

matrix is obtained from which different magnetic domain quantities of a sample

can be derived, such as the mean domain size, the absolute value and direction

of the mean magnetization, the mean square direction cosines of the sponta-

neous magnetization within the domains and possible correlations between

domain magnetizations of neighbouring domains along the neutron path. The time
Q

dependence in the neutron depolarization technique is realized by applying a

periodically changing magnetic field on the sample and measuring the neutron

intensity in time channels which are started synchronously with the applied

field within each period.

The experiments discussed in this paper have been carried out at applied

fields smaller than 40 Am and frequencies of O.land 4 Hz, and they are an
9 10

extension of experiments reported earlier ' . At these field strengths the

magnetizing of the sample takes place by motion

along the y direction of 180 walls in the x-z plane. At higher fields

this proces is disturbed by nucleation of reversed domains from the surfaces

towards the inside of the crystal as it has been shown previously . This

field region will be discussed more extensively in a subsequent paper.

After a brief discussion of the method the experimental parameters and

calibration results are given in section two. Section three deals with the

motion of a 180 wall across one long leg of the crystal as a function of the
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applied field strength. The wall mobility is treated in section four, while

the measured wall bowing and the transition to high field reversals are given

in section five followed by some conclusions in section six.

2. Experimental conditions

In the experiments the neutrons were travelling with a velocity of 2500 m/s

in the x-direction as defined by the coordinate system in fig. 1. The polari-

zation direction of the beam impinging on the sample was along the x-axis and
9 10

the z-axis. In analogy to earlier experiments * the depolarization coeffi-
cient D.. of the beam is defined by:

J-J
I - I..

Dii = is - T1J (i>i = x»y o r z ) (1>
J s o

in which i and j refer to the analysing and polarizing directions, respectively,

I is the intensity of a fully depolarized beam and I the intensity of an un-
s o

disturbed polarized beam. D.. has always a value between +1 and - 1 . The polari-

zation direction of the neutron beam precedes with the Larmor frequency around

the magnetization direction in the sample. With the magnetization being paral-

lel or antiparallel to the z-axis, the length of a polarization vector in the

x-y plane is given by:

|D| = (D2 + D2 )* (2)
1 1 xx yx'

The polarized neutron beam with a wavelength of 1.6 A has been transmitted

through one long leg (width 2.87 mm) of the FeSi(3.5wt%Si) crystal with dimen-
3

sions (15x10x0.26)mm as drawn in fig. 1. The saturation magnetization of the
_2

crystal at room temperature is 2.05 Vs m which causes a rotation angle of the
polarization vector of the transmitted neutrons of 6.1 times 2ir a r o u nd the

2
magnetization parallel to the z-axis. A movable rectangular (5x0.2)mm Cd-B,C

diaphragm has been mounted just in front of the crystal with its slit direction

parallel to the z-axis. This slit confined the neutron beam to the hedged area

of fig. 1 where only 180 walls occur. The translation of the slit along the y-

direction has been measured with respect to the crystal edges with an accuracy

of 4 ym. The position of the slit relative to the crystal edges has been esta-

blished by using the dip in the depolarization coefficient D as a function of
zz

y in fig. 1. This coefficient approaches the value 1.0 outside the crystal and

equals about 0.8 inside.Near the edge of the leg stray fields not parallel to
the z-axis depolarize the beam causing a drop in D as shown in fig. I. The

z z
y-coordinate of the slit has been defined to be zero at the outer edge. The inner
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Fig. 1. Depolarization coefficients D , D and D against the position y
rt xx yx z z -'

of a rectangular (5xO.2)mm neutron slit with respect to the outer

crystal edge (y=0). The crystal has been magnetized at saturation

performing the measurement of D.. (i,j = x,y or z). The laboratory

(x,y,z) system and the neutron beam confined to the hedged area im-

pinging on the picture frame crystal, are indicated. The 180° and

90 walls of the domain structure are given by means of stripe lines

on the crystal surface.

edge has been located at y = 2.87 mm.

The depolarization coefficients D and U have been plotted in
XX yx

fig. 1 also. These coefficients vary across the leg due to thickness
variations of the crystal found to be present by microscopic obser-

9
vation . The latter require the use of a neutron slit, because without

a slit the beam would have been strongly depolarized. The depolarization

coefficients in fig. 1 have been measured magnetizing the crystal at satura-

tion. The values of D and D for slit positions between 0 and 2.87 mm

nowhere equal the value +1.0 or -1.0,because of the thickness variations of

the sample within the slit aperture. The depolarization of D between y = 0.4
z z

and 2.6 mm and particularly around y = 1.3 mm is attributed to small stray

fields from some free magnetic poles at the crystal surfaces.
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A 4900 turns m coil has been wound around the long leg of the crystal and

the crystal has been magnetized by a block shaped magnetic field with a rise

and fall time of 12 us and ranging from 2.4 up to 40 Am"1. The applied field

strength has been measured with an absolute accuracy of 0.5 Am"'. The inten-

sity of the transmitted neutron beam has been recorded in 256 time channels

synchronously with the applied block shaped field, which switches in channel 1

and 129. The further details of the experimental set-up and computer process

program for three dimensional time-dependent neutron depolarization measure-
Q

ments will be published elsewhere .

The domain structure of both sides of the picture frame crystal has been

observed visually through a microscope by means of the magneto-optic Kerr

effect and it turned out to be essentially equal to the configuration given

in fig. 1 . In particular in the long legs straight 180° walls are present

perpendicular to the crystal surfaces (010). In the presence of slowly

(< 5 Hz) varying magnetic fields the walls move across the entire width of the

leg as long as the applied field exceeds the coercive force.

H =i6A/m
a

-'irst half period - -second half period—>

A

i *

MtohWWWWw

Fig. 2. Time spectra of measured I intensities as a function of the position
yx

of the neutron slit with respect to the outer edge of the crystal,

demonstrating the scanning technique for the measurement of the wall

velocity across the crystal leg in the presence of a block shaped

magnetic field of 16 Am . The slit position y is indicated with the

mm values right of the figure. The duration of the first and second
half period of the block pulse is indicated. The channel width or time-
scale is 5 ms.
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3. Wall velocity

The motion of a 180° wall across the long crystal leg has been studied by

means of a scanning technique with the slit position and the applied field as

parameters. The neutron beam polarized in the x-direction and analyzed along the

y-axis is sensitive to the sign of the z-magnetization present in the part of the

crystal transmitted by the neutrons. This is shown by the results obtained in

fig. 2, in which the time spectrum of the I intensity is given at nine
x y -1

different slit positions as indicated by the y value, and a field of 16 Am

The passage of the wall at the position of the slit is determined as an

intensity change in the I spectrum. It can be seen in fig. 2 that one wall
yx

starts at t = 0 near the outer edge and it moves during the first half period

towards the inner edge. After field reversal has taken place this wall returns

to the outer edge. The constant levels in the I intensity before and after

wall passage depend upon the thickness of the crystal at the slit position. It
should be noted that the I against time curve reverses when the slit is at

yx B

positions y where D reverses also in fig. 1. During continuous data acquisi-
yx

tion the motion of the wall is supposed to take place in a reproducible manner.

The time at which the wall passes the slit position, is defined as the moment

at which the I intensity reaches the value intermediate between the two
yx

constant intensity levels. This value equals the shim intensity I as defined

in formula (1).

The results of applying this scanning technique are summarized in fig.3 a-d,

where the wall position is given as a function of time with the applied field

H a as a parameter. The domain wall motion during the first half period from

the outer edge to the inner one is given in figs. 3a and c, and that during the

second half period is given in figs. 3b and d. At each applied field the half

field period has been chosen long enough for the wall to cross the entire leg

width. The accuracy in the slit position is 4 pm. Along the time axis the

accuracy is given by horizontal bars. The straight lines in figs. 3a-d repre-

sent a least square fit through the measured points y < 1.3 and y > 1.3 mm.

Thus the wall moves with a velocity which is constant in two distinct parts of

the crystal corresponding with y > 1.3 and y < 1.3 mm.

The wall positions as a function of time at the lowest applied fields are

given in figs. 3a and b. The motion at an applied field of 5 Am takes place

in the leg between 0.4 and 1.3 mm. With an applied field of 7 Am during the

first half period and 2 Am in the second, the wall position could be loca-

lised to the part of the leg between 1.4 and 2.4 mm. These measurements indi-

cate that the wall moves with a constant velocity, but the fields applied are

not strong enough to drive the wall across the entire width of the leg. Appa-
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FIRST HALF PERIOD SECOND HALF PERIOD

200 400 " O ZOO 400

TIME (ms)

Fig. 3. Position of the 180° wall as function of the time, applying a block

shaped magnetic field. The crystal edges are at position 0 and 2.78 mm

respectively.

a and b: applied field S 7 Am , c and d: applied field between 9 and

27 Am , a and c: motion during first half period, b and d: motion

during second half period. The full lines represent least square fits

through the measured velocities at y < and y > 1.3 mm.

rently the coercive force at the positions y = 0.4, 1.3 and 2.4 mm is larger

than the applied field strength. The results of the offset experiment with

applied fields of 7 Am and 2 Am in first and second half period, respecti-

vely can be interpreted such that linear wall motion towards the inner edge is

possible in the inside part of the leg when an unidirectional field of about

2.5 Am is suppressed by the applied field. This unidirectional field is sup-

posed to be acting on the wall.The results then suggest that in the first half

period this unidirectional field is antiparallel to the applied field resulting

in an effective field of 4.5 Am while in the second half period this field

must be added to the applied field, yielding an effective field of 4.5 Am

also. This interpretation is consistent with the results of the measured wall
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velocity and mobility given below, where the possible origin and amplitude of

the unidirectional field will be discussed too.

The position of the domain walls at field strengths between 9 and 27 Am

is given in figs. 3c and d. The walls move across the entire width of the leg.

The velocity of the wall gradually increases with the applied field and it is

constant in the out- and inside part of the leg. However, the plot of the wall

position as function of time at 27 Am is different from the others. At this

field strength two walls move at the same time. At t = 0 they start from both

edges of the leg and they move with a constant velocity towards the center.

Apparently at 27 Am a threshold field required for wall nucleation from both

edges at the same time has been exceeded. On reversing the field the walls

return from the centre of the leg and not from the edges as it is shown in

fig. 3d. This last observation can be understood, assuming that the two walls

when they meet do not annihilate anywhere in the crystal including the other

legs and the energy required for the creation of new walls at the edges is

j higher. In the field region between 27 and 40 Am we have similarly observed

that always two walls reverse the magnetization.

The effect of two walls returning from the center may be correlated with

the observed discontinuities in the wall motion in the centre of the leg at

field strengths between 9 and 19 Am . The observed wall motion indicates that

the wall in the neighbourhood of y = 1.3 mm is retarded (first half period)

and accelerated (second half period) during H few milliseconds. It is as if

a region exists in the crystal, where the flux has not been properly closed by

the domain structure as soon as the wall passes this region. This region is

supposed to have a coercive field larger than the applied fields (40 A/m). It

will generate an unidirectional field only when its magnetization is opposite

to its surrounding, which means, only when one type of domain wall passes.

From fig. 3d it appears that at fields higher than 27 Am the reversal

starts from this region.

The wall motion at fields between 9 and 27 Am is retarded and accelerated,

respectively, because during the motion of the wall in the neighbourhood of

this region a new wall around the region must be either created or annihilated,

respectively. The flux of this region is always directed in the same sense

and it may be responsible for the unidirectional field mentioned above. The motion

of two walls between 27 and 40 Am is regarded as the onset of the magnetiza-

tion reversal process according to the sandwich model
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4. Wall mobility

The velocity of the wall as function of the applied field has been shown in

fig. 4 for the outside part and in fig. 5 for the inside part of the leg. In

these parts the indices (1) and (2) indicate the direction of the motion In

both figures the measured velocities are linearly related to the applied

field Ha. The full lines represent a least square fit through the measured

points, according to the definition of the wall mobility y: v = u(H - H ) ,
• o O

in which v denotes the wall velocity and H the coercive field during wall

motion.

20
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3
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SLIT POSITION <l.3 mm
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-TO OUTSIDER)

li(l)*0.68mn»-|/Ain~l
Ho(l)«2.7 Am"1

u(2M>.68mm*-!''Anrl

Ho(2)*3.l Am"1

10 20
APPLIED FIELD (A/m)
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/i(l)-086 mm*•'/Am
Ho(l)*4.3 Am'1

o(2)*O4 Am

TO INSIDE (I) .
TO OUTRIDE (2)

10 20
APPLIED FIELD (A/m)

30

fig. 4 fig. 5

Figs.4 Wall velocity as a function of the applied field for slit positions

in the inside (fig. 4) and in the outside part (fig.5) of the leg, indi-

cated by <or^l.3mm,respectively. The wall mobilities p and dynamic

coercive forces HQ are calculated from least square fits (full lines)

and given in the figure,with (1) and (2) denoting the direction of the
motion.

In the outside part of the leg (fig.4) the wall motion takes place with the

same mobility and dynamic coercive force for both directions. The results are:

y = 0.68 _+ 0.07 mms" /Am" and H Q = 3.0 +_ 0.5 Am"
1. The measured velocities in

the inside part of the leg (fig.5) show values dependent upon the direction

of motion of the wall. The velocity of the wall moving towards the outer edge

is systematically larger than that towards the inner one. This is just the

reverse of what should be expected from the total wall energy and the first

law of Maxwell which predicts a decreasing applied field towards the outer
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edge of the crystal leg. The wall energy accelerates the motion towards the

inner edge because the area of the 180° walls decreases in that case. Moreover,

as observed in fig. 5, the measured dynamic coercive force depends upon the

direction of motion: H Q ( 1 ) = 4.3 + 0.5 Am"
1 while H (2) = 0.4 +_0.5 Am"1. This

directional dependence can not be explained by eddies. The measured velocities

can be understood considering the flux from the persistent region left behind

by the wall as discussed above. The flux of this region strengthens or weakens

the effective field depending upon the direction of the magnetizing field.

Averageing the measured coercive forces in fig. 5, a contribution of 2.0 _+ 0.5

Am from the persistent region is found, resulting in a dynamic coercive

force of 2.4 •+ 0.6 Am for the inner motion. This value is consistent with that

found for motion in the outside part (fig.4) and it equals the size of uni-

directional field. The measured wall mobility u = 0.80 _+ 0.08 mms /Am in the

inside part reasonably agrees with the mobility in the outside part of the leg,

taking into account the difference in effective field according to Maxwell's

equation. The results presented in fig. 5 indicate that at a field of about

30 Am the difference in the wall velocity disappears. From this result we

conclude that the unidirectional field disappears with increasing field and

therefore the cross-section of the persisting xagion also.

The measured mobilities agree rather well with the literature values

for similar picture frame crystals, but not with the mobility given in ref. 12,

as summarized in tabel 1.

Tabel 1.

Ref: wt%Si dimensions (mm) y(mms /Am ) H_(Am )

14 4 (13.4x17.1)-(1.14x1.52)

12 4.5 (10.5x10.5)-(0.69x2.05)

13 3.5-6.5 (11x11) -(0.35x2.0)

this work 3.5 (15x10) -(0.26x2.87)

4,14 calculated for our crystal

5. Wall bowing.

Applying a magnetic field eddy currents cause bowing of the moving 180

<rall » ' ' . A possible slrape of the bowed wall is sketched in fin. 6 in which a

cross section through the crystal leg within the x-y plane has been drawn. The

magnetization is in the z-direction, j+ M . The polarized neutron beam is

limited by the rectangular s l i t widths in front of the leg. The wall deformation

is characterized by means of the projection w onto the y direction. The

0 . 5
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0 . 3
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or wall deformation B is defined by:
w
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SLIT

\

CRYSTAL LEG

CROSS SECTION

.WALL

• ] [ w _"** NEUTRONS

'MOVING DIRECTION

Fig. 6. Cross section in the xy plane of the crystal leg with bowed moving

wall and neutron slit. The thickness of the leg is d.

B = "-
w d

where d is the thickness of the crystal in front of the slit.

When polarizing and analysing directions of the neutron beam are directed

along the x-axis, the amount of deformation B can be measured. Because the neutron

polarization vector rotates more than six times around the magnetization M
z

in the crystal those neutrons confined to width w, that cross the wall,will be

totally depolarized. During the time that the wall passes the slit, the depo-

larization D becomes:

xx

D =
XX

I - I
s xxoI -I
s o

( 1 " B w S xxo
(3)

in which the assumption w < s has been made. In formula(3) I and D are
xxo xxo

the xx intensity and the depolarization coefficient when there is no wall in
front of the slit. The depolarization coefficient D can be made nearly +1

r xxo J

or -1 choosing the appropriate position of the slit relative to the crystal

leg, for instance y = 1.55 mm in fig. I. The depolarization due to the thick-

ness of the domain wall can be disregarded because of the small width of the

wall compared to the slit diameter.

The amount of D depolarization during passage of the deformed wall, here-

after called wall depolarization has been measured as function of the amplitude

of the applied field in the range between 2.4 and 40 Am with the slit position as

a parameter. An example of measured time spectra has been given in fig.7 obtained
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when the applied field is 7 Am and the slit position y = 1.60 mm. The

measured time dependent depolarization coefficients D , D , D and the
xx yx zz

length |D| of the polarization vector, as defined by formula 2 have been Riven.

The passage of the wall is observed as a sign reversal of D in channels

19-24 and 139-143,respectively. In the same channels D has a minimum. The
xx

depolarization coefficient D , which is sensitive to magnetization and
ZZ

stray fields not parallel to the z-axis, remains constant, although in the

same time channels some depolarization is barely visible. The depolarization

indicated by the length |D| is most pronounced because of the cumulation of

the depolarization in D and D . However, since the D coefficient depends
xx y" y**

upon both the position of the wall relative to the slit and the wall

deformation}Bw . as defined by (3) can not easily be derived from |D|. There-

fore the amount of wall deformation is derived from the deDolarization in D
xx

as observed in fig.7. It gives a waj.1 deformation B of 0.07 for the first and

0.10 for the second passage.. The constant value of D indicates that at this

slit position and field strength the magnetization remains, "parallel to the

z-axis and that stray fields around the moving wall are not detectable.LO

_
Q 05

0.0

1.0
N

T
0.0

+ 0.5
x

-0.5

1.0
xx ,

0.0

V-KlAli/tf
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„ . . . - . ..
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y = 160mm
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iw m M<

Fig. 7. Measured spectra of the length |D|, the depolarization coefficients

D- * Dyx a n d D
x x

 O n a t i m e s c p l e o f 2 0 m s i n t h e experiment to studyzz1

wall bowing ( s l i t position y = 1.60 mm, applied f ield: 7 Am ' ) .
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The measured wall depolarization has been plotted in fig. 8 as a function

of the effective field, in which has been accounted for the contribution of

the unidirectional field. The symbols indicate several slit positions relative

to the outer crystal edge. The error bars arise from the inaccuracy in the

field measurement (+0.5 Am" ) and the statistical fluctuations in D . The
— xx ,

measured wall depolarization has been compared with calculations of Carr

for a crystal of our dimensions, represented by the full line. The experimental

results seem to indicate that wall deformation near the edgejf of the crystal leg is

less than in the other parts of the crystal, the reason of which is not clear.

For slit positions corresponding with y > 1.5 mm wall depolarization has been

measured to increase slightly with the field for strengths up to 14 Am ,

though the field dependence is much weaker than calculated by Carr. The wall

depolarization at small fields (< 4 Am ) seems to be larger than predicted

by Carr. This result can be explained if we assume that a straight wall has an

inclination of only six angular degrees with respect to the x-axis of fig. 6.

Static Kerr effect observations of both surfaces have revealed walls, which

were perpendicular to the crystal surfaces across the entire leg, but local

differences in the dynamic coercive force may cause canting of the wall when

in motion. The effect of bowing according to the model of Carr may take place

at fields below 5 Am but its depolarization can be neglected compared to the

depolarization due to the inclination. At effective fields between 6 and

0.2

0.1

rvi
W.J.Carr Jr.L J

s//

• i
T • /

1

n
•

4

SLIT

O

A

n

POSITIONS
0.65 mm
I.S
1.60
2 0 0
266

i 1
1 K) 20

EFFECTIVE FIELD (A/m)

Fig. 8. Measured wall depolarization Bw(symbols) as a function of the effective

field s t rength, compared to the predictions of Carr for wall bowing

(full l i n e ) , and the c r i t i c a l f ield Hfc.

16 Am"' the measured wall depolarization is smaller than predicted. The

measured depolarization may have been caused by a combination of bowing and

incl inat ion of the wall . The resul ts in f ig. 8 however indicate that in this
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crystal leg the moving wall does not take up the bowed shape throughout the

entire leg as sketched in fig. 6 and calculated by Carr. If wall bowing

occurs, it probably takes place around imperfections on a smaller scale,

giving less depolarization.

The value of the minimum in the depolarization coefficient D during
-1

wall passage decreases with increasing field between 6 and 16 Am . It

indicates that stray fields around the moving wall or some magnetization not

parallel to the z-axis exist and augment with the applied field. Moreover, as

the coefficient D is also effected by stray fields and non-parallel magne-
XX

tizations, it implies that actually the real amount of wall depolarization due

to deformation is even somewhat smaller than the values given in fig. 8.

In his calculations of wall bowing Carr predicts that for one single wall

and a crystal thickness of 0.26 mm a critical field IL. = 18.3 Am exists

above which the wall breaks up and no steady state motion occurs any more.

Although the shape of the walls we have studied may not have the geometry

as predicted by Carr, our experiments indicate a critical field between 16

and 22 Ai

by Carr.

and 22 Am consistent with our earlier measurements and the value given

1.0

Q5j

0.0

W

H =27A/m
a

y = 1.60mm

N

QN

Q0

+0.5
x

-0.5

1.0
x

QX

0.0

Fig. 9. Measured |D| , D D and D spectra on a time scale of 4 ms at s l i tD
position 1.60 mm for an applied field strength (27 Am ) above the

critical field value predicted by Carr. The time interval At is discus-

sed in the text.
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The measured levels of |D| have decreased at field strengths above 18.3 Am l

compared to |D| at smaller fields. This is demonstrated when we compare the

results in fig. 9 with those of fig. 7. The levels of |D| in fig. 9 at an

applied field of 27 Am and slit position y = 1.6 mm have been observed to

vary in different measuring runs. In spite of this the times of wall passage

can clearly be observed from the D modulation, which agrees very well with
yx

an uniform motion of the wall across the leg (fig. 3c and d) and the wall

mobility results (figs. 4 and 5). The value of |D| varies during a time inter-

val At (fig.9) of about 108 ms after wall passage. At other times the length

|D| of the polarization vector is shorter and has a different value for each

half period.

We have attributed these measured depolarization effects to magnetization

of some persisting regions which are left behind after the wall breakdown. We con-

clude that it takes some time (At) for the regions of.persisting magnetization

to grow and to depolarize the neutron beam. From the levels of |D| and D a

15 ^ x

very rough estimate of the size of these regions is calculated to be 15 ym

with a mutual distance of 375 ym. The value of 1-|D| increases with the dia-

meter of these regions.
- f in l half period

-aW•-]'•'

Fig. 10. Measured D spectra on a time scale of 1 ms with the slit position

as a parameter at an applied field of 40 Am .

At a field of 40 Am and higher the magnetization reversal of the crystal

no longer takes place by means of an uniform motion of one or more domain

walls. In fig. 10 the depolarization coefficient D as a function of time

has been given for an applied block shaped field of 40 Am with the slit
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position as a parameter. From the spectra it appears that the magnetization

reversal starts and ends at the same time anywhere across the leg. At the

outer edge in particular the depolarization coefficient is zero several milli-

seconds during the reversal. The results can be explained by a magnetization

process described among others by Rodbell and Bean . According to their sand-

wich model after field reversal small reversed regions first nucleate anywhere

at the surfaces of the crystal. Hereafter the reversed regions join together

forming two planar walls moving towards the centre after which the reversal

is completed by the annihilation of the walls in the centre.

The reproducibility in place of the wall motions discussed has been verified
2

by repeating some of the experiments with a smaller slit of (1.0x0.2)mm . The

results fully agree with the data from the larger slit. Moreover, the repro-

ducebility in time is supported by the intermediate value of D during wall

passage which is equal to zero. An independent check of the reproducebility

has been obtained from calculating the average width of the slit from the

slope of the various measured D modulations in combination with the domain

wall velocities. The results of 0.195 mm obtained agrees very well with the

actual width. The intensity profile of the neutron beam across the slit might

also influence the measured deformation. However the measured half shadows of the

slit are restricted to the outer parts of the beam, leaving a central area of

0.100 mm in width with a constant intensity. Within this central area the

amount of wall deformation can be measured and calculated without correction

for the beam profile.

6. Conclusions

The newl^y developed three dimensional time dependent neutron depolarization

technique turns out to be extremely useful to investigate the magnetization re-

versal processes in the bulk of a ferromagnetic specimen in detail.By using this

teehnique the motion of a 180 wall driven by a constant magnetic field across one of

the legs of a picture frame FeSi single crystal could be studied. At a field

strength below 9 Am a single wall moves in one part of the crystal only.

This limited range of the motion has been attributed to local differences in

coercive force. At a field strength between 9 and 19 Am one wall moves across

almost the entire width of the leg, while between 27 and 40 Am the magne-

tization has been reversed by the simultaneous motion of two walls which

approach each other or move away from each other. Above 19 Am strong indi-

cations have been found that the wall breaks up in agreement with predictions

by Carr . When the wall breaks up some magnetization remains unreversed. The

measured wall velocities are constant in the inside and the outside part of
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the crystal leg with wall mobilities and dynamic coercive fields in reasonable

agreement with reported data. The observed discontinuities in the uniform

wall motion and irregularities in the measured uniform wall velocity indicate

that some flux of a not properly closed domain structure might be present in

the crystal.

The depolarization as a function of the field applied indicates that at

fields smaller than 4 Am the wall most probably is slightly canted during its

motion, while at fields between 4 and 14 Am the experiments show that the wall

bowing does not span the entire crystal leg as is assumed in the theory of Carr.

It has been concluded that the wall is hindered by imperfections, causing wall

deformation on a scale smaller than the thickness of the leg. The occurrence of

a critical field for wall bowing predicted by Carr apparently is not impaired

by the smaller scale of wall deformation. The presence of imperfections could

not be concluded from both optical Kerr effect and Laue diffraction experiments,

which indicated a high quality of the surface. From the results of the time-

dependent neutron depolarization experiments we learn that in bringing wall

bowing in connection with the anomalous losses in iron-silicon, we should keep

in mind that wall deformation around imperfections, and not uniform bowing

throughout the entire crystal, must be involved in the discussion.
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HIGH FIELD MAGNETIZATION REVERSAL PROCESSES IN A FeSi (3.5wt%Si) PICTURE FRAME

SINGLE CRYSTAL MEASURED BY THE TIME DEPENDENT NEUTRON DEPOLARIZATION TECHNIQUE

F.J. van Schaik , M.Th. Rekveldt, J.W. van Dijk

Interuniversitair Reactor Instituut, 2629 JB, Delft, the Netherlands

Abstract

The magnetization reversal in a (010)[001]FeSi(3.5wt%Si) picture frame

single crystal has been investigated by means of the newly developed time-

dependent neutron depolarization technique applying magnetic fields with a

rectangular wave form and amplitudes between 470 and 3100 Am . Distinct stages

in the reversal process have been observed. The initial growth in length and

the lateral growth of surface domains is followed by the formation of wavy

domain walls just underneath the crystal surfaces. The walls subsequently

stretch moving towards the center of the specimen where they annihilate as des-

cribed by the sandwich model. It is found that the growth in length of the sur-

face domains is most likely damped purely by spin relaxation, giving rise to a

wall mobility of (0.1!+0.05)ms /Am in accordance with predictions of Landau

and Lifschitz. The time duration of the lateral growth and that of the first

stretching process of the wavy walls have the same field dependence, suggesting

that the dynamics is similar. The eddy current shielding of the field applied

has been measured as a function if the depth in the crystal. The mobility u

of the wavy walls near the surface is found identical to that of low field

domain wall motion: u. = (0.68+0.03) mms /Am . Experiments in the field
—1

region between 90 and 470 Am can be interpreted by means of an intermediate

reversal model according to which only a few reversed regions grow and create

cylindrically shaped domains with a radius of the order of the crystal thick-

ness.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the reversal of the magnetization of a conducting

material takes place in a way dependent upon the strength of the applied mag-

netic field . In iron-silicon single crystals, for instance, the magnetiza-

tion reverses at low applied fields by the motion of more or less straight

walls that span the material from surface to surface. On increasing the

driving magnetic field effects like wall bowing and wall break down have been

predicted ' and observed ' . At high applied fields, when local differences

in anisotropy become negligible nuclei of reversed magnetization start to grow,

preferentially at the surfaces of the material as eddy currents prevent the

initial magnetization reversal to take place in the bulk of the specimen. On

growing the surface nuclei join together and they form more or less plane walls
3

that move towards the center. Although Rodbell and Bean and others introduced

the sandwich model to describe the magnetization reversal process, detailed

information on the different stages of the magnetization reversal is scarce.

This paper discusses in detail these different stages of the magnetization

reversal both at intermediate and at high applied magnetic field. The experi-

ments have been performed with a picture frame FeSi crystal at room temperature

using the newly developed time dependent neutron depolarization technique with

the magnetic field applied as a parameter. The measurements are an extension
5 9

of work presented earlier ' using a larger field range and a better time reso-

lution.

In the neutron depolarization technique use is made of the possibility to

adjust successively the polarization direction of a monochromatic neutron beam

in three orthogonal directions. The neutrons are transmitted through a ferro-

magnetic sample which changes both the direction and length of the polarization

vector. This depolarization is measured after transmission by analysis of the

degree of polarization of the neutron beam in three orthogonal directions.

Using a calibration procedure an accuracy of one angular degree can be ob-

tained by adjusting the directions of polarization. From the (3x3) depolariza-

tion matrix several magnetic domain quantities can be derived, such as the

mean domain size, the absolute value and direction of the mean magnetization

and the direction cosines of the spontaneous magnetic induction within the
12

domains. The time dependence in the neutron depolarization technique is

realized by applying a periodically changing magnetic field on the sample and

measuring the neutron intensity in time channels started within each field

period synchronously with the field applied.

Although the special shape of a picture frame specimen is not required for

high field measurements, the experiments have been performed using such a
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6.9 ofcrystal. It has the advantage that as the low field magnetization process

this crystal is well understood, a comparison with the measured results in

that field range is possible. The experimental conditions are given in section

two. Sections three and four contain the experiments and the results of the

high field measurements. The intermediate field region is treated in section

five, while section six gives some conclusions.

2. Experimental conditions

The polarized neutrons with a wave length of 1.6 8 (velocity 2500 m/s) have

been transmitted through one long leg of the (010)[001] picture frame FeSi

(3.5wt%Si) single specimen as sketched in fig. 1. The outer dimensions of the

0.26 mm
FeSi (35 WT%Si)

10 men.

NEUTRONS

SLIT

xx
[001]

Fig. 1. Picture frame single crystal of FeSi (3.5wt%Si) with (x,y,z) coordinate

sytem and crystal orientation. The neutron beam is polarized in the

x direction when it enters the crystal, and it is limited to the hedged

area by a neutron diaphragm. The magnetization M of the crystal leg

turns the polarization an angle <j> in the xy plane towards P(-M) or

P(+M). The cross section of the leg shows schematically the sandwich

type of domain structure. The black area has already reversed its

magnetization.
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specimen are (15x10x0.26)mm with a frame width of 2.87 mm and its crystallo-

graphic orientation is along th2(x,y,z) axes as given in fig. 1. The sponta-
2

neous magnetic induction of the crystal is 2.05 Vs/m • The neutron beam has
2

been confined to the hedged area of (5x0.2)mm in fig. 1 by means of a

rectangular B,C-Cd neutron diaphragm. The use of the slit is necessary because

thickness variations in the crystal leg would have caused full depolarization

of the neutron beam otherwise. The slit has been positioned just in front'of

the crystal at a position where the thickness variations were minimal (S 4u.tfiK

The distance between this slit position and the outer edge of the leg was

2.075 mm in most of the experiments.

Two coils have been wound around the crystal leg investigated (fig.1).

Coil 1 (5100 turns m ) magnetizes the crystal leg by means of a pulsed

positive current with an amplitude between 0 and 2 A. Coil 2 (3950 turns m )

carries a constant negative current, which makes the total field applied

bipolar.

The pulsed current through coil 1 has been made by the pulse amplifier given

in fig. 2. A voltage pulse (V™) with 10V amplitude and variable pulse width

switches the current through T« and T- via transistor T . The amplitude of the

pulsed current through coil 1 is given by the voltage V and the series resis-

tor of 20.0 f2. When the current falls off the induction voltage across coil 1

is nearly shortcircuited by the diode. The resistor of 22 fi prevents damaging

the diode. Due to the diode the falling edge of the current pulse is steep and

the pulse is made rectangular. Fast magnetization v?ill be studied during one

COILI

Fig. 2. Electronic scheme of the pulse amplifier, which delivers a current

pulse with short fall time through coil 1.
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half period. During the second half period the applied field is not constant.

The current pulse can be measured with an accuracy of 2% across the series

resistor of 20.0 Q, and also by means of a calibrated Tektronix current probe.

In fig. 3 an example has been given of the current pulse as a function of time.

The rise and fall times are 1.7 and 3.0 us, respectively, with a pulse duration

of 235 us.

25S

TIME (1.7

Fig. 3. Example of an applied field Ha as a function of time caused by a

pulsed current through coil I and a constant current through coil 2

(see fig. 1). Only the magnetization reversal processes during the

negative pulse have been studied.

In the experiments use is made of the experimental set-up for time dependent

neutron depolarization measurements described in detail elsewhere10'12. The

polarization direction of the beam impinging on the sample has been along the

x or z-axis successively. The depolarization coefficient D.., with i and j

being the analysing and polarizing directions, respectively, is defined by:

D..
I - I
s o

x,y or z) (1)

in which I g and I Q are the intensit ies of the fully depolarized and the undis-

turbed polarized neutron beam respectively, and I . , is the measured neutron

intensity. The length | D | and the rotation angle <|> of a polarization vector in

the xy plane are calculated for a rotation around the z-axis by:

Q2
xx

! / ?
and (2)

The polarization vector precedes with the Larmor frequency around both the.

applied f ie ld Hfi and the magnetization M, which are directed along the z-axis

of f ig . 1. The depolarization coefficient D i s sensitive to the sign of the
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magnetization as shown in fig. 1 for a rotation of the x-polarization towards

P(+M) or P(-M). The rotation due to the field applied has been subtracted from

the measured rotation in order to study only the rotation by the

magnetizationt

The neutron intensity against monitor preset count has been measured with a

Li scintillator yielding a flipping ration of 1 : 16. Thev-ray background

from the scintillator has been reduced as far as possible by minimizing its

dimensions down to (0.5 x 05)mm. The detection efficiency could be enlarged by

means of a reflecting aluminium layer evaporated on the front of the scintilla-

tor. The efficiency of this scintillator is 0.60 for neutrons with 1.6 A* wave

length and the total background is 16%. The details of the timing system and
12

the data acquisition system are published elsewhere . Compared with the former

experiments ' the time resolution has been improved up to 10 (*s, while the

switching time of the field applied is more than five times shorter.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. General description of the time spectra

The magnetization reversal has been studied applying various magnetic

fields with a strength between 90 and 3100 Am . An example of the measured

time spectra of D , D , D , |D| and <f> is given in fig. 4. Here the applied
AA y zz

field is 630 _+ 13 Am"1 and the channel width 20.00 ys. The pulse duration of

2.610 ms has been made long enough to fully saturate the crystal. In fig. 4

it can be seen that the depolarization coefficients D , D and D are
xx' yx zz

strongly effected by the magnetization reversal. The length |D| and the rota-

tion angle <}> of the polarization vector as a function of time have been cal-

culated from the measured D and D time spectra according to formula (2).

In the time spectra of D , |D|and <f> six time intervals can be distinguished,
Z Z

denoted t up to t,. in fig. 4, which are of interest in the magnetization

reversal process. These time intervals are defined by significant changes in
the D spectrum.

zz

The reversal starts at time t corresponding with the moment that the

applied magnetic field switches on, after correction for the travelling time

of the neutrons between the specimen and detector.

The duration of the various time intervals mentioned below all refer to

spectra obtained with an applied field of 630 Am and a time scale or channel

width of 20 ys. The time spectra obtained at different applied field have

the same general features, though the time durations are different. We will

discuss this in a separate section four.
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The length of the observed time intervals not only depends upon the field

applied but also upon the part of the crystal irradiated by the neutrons. The

interval T,.- • t,. - tQ»corresponding with the duration of the entire magneti-

zation reversal process, becomes shorter at higher fields and with slit posi-

tions nearer to the inner and outer edges of the crystal leg. In the experi-

ments it has also been found that the other relevant depolarization coeffi-

cients, such as D and D remain zero during reversal. The results are con-

yz xz ,.
sistent with earlier measurements with the same crystal .

Within the time interval T.n = t - t ,D and |D| decrease, while $
IU I O ZZ

remains constant. The duration of T.Q is 60 ys, which is larger than the

time resolution of the set-up (10 Ms). During the interval T-. the depolari-

zation coefficient D remains constant, while |D| decreases further towards
z z » i i

zero, and small fluctuations are observed in the time spectrum of <f>. From

0

-IT

• 1.0

• 0.5

0.0
• 1.0

o

00

-1.0
• 1.0

. 00

-1.0
+ 1.0

: 0.0

-1.0.

&*l s*

*• •

TIME (20X10* S) 128

Fig. 4. Time spectra of the depolarization coefficients D , D , D , the
xx y x z z

length |D| and the rotation angle $ during the pulsed reversal of the

picture frame crystal. At t the rectangularly shaped magnetic field

with 630 Am amplitude is reversed. The distinct stages of the magne*-
tization reversal are indicated by the times t up to t_. The channel
width or time scale is 20 ixs.
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t0 to t, D increases to the same value as before the reversal, the length
£. J ZZ

|D| remains zero, while the values of $ fluctuate randomly. During the inter-

val T., the value of |D| is increasing, D remains constant and $ exhibits
Hj ZZ

about 3.5 full rotations around the z-axis. At time t, a small dip is observed

in D , |D| rapidly changes in about 60 y to the same value as before the
ZZ S

reversal started and <j> approaches a constant level.

After a time t- all depolarization coefficients and hence the derived

quantities remain constant untill the next magnetization reversal. The constant

levels of D , D , |D| and <j> before t and during the period between t,- and

the next reversal depend upon the thickness of the irradiated part of the
Q

picture frame , and upon the amplitude of the magnetic field.3.2. Interpretation of the time spectra

The observed modulations will be discussed in terms of the sandwich model

in a way similar to Rodbell and Bean in their interpretation of the magneti-

zation reversal process in metallic tapes. This model is used among other

reasons because we have found that the total reversal time measured is shorter

when the slit is positioned at the edges of the crystal leg, suggesting that

a cylindrically shaped domain contracts radially.

As D and D remain zero during flux reversal we conclude that the mag-

netization remains directed along the z-axis. This justifies the use of formu-

la 2, which is based on a rotation arouna the z-axis with the neutron beam

initially polarized in the x-direction.

In the time interval T,n we attribute the depolarization measured in D
IU zz

and |D| to stray fields originating from regions with reversed magnetization,

also called reversed regions. These regions initially grow at the surfaces of

the crystal only because the field in the bulk of the leg is shielded by

eddies. The reversed regions will mainly grow in the z-direction in order to

keep the flux lines closed as much as possible and hence they look like half-

needles. By means of the rotation angle <|> the effective thickness of the layer

of revarsed magnetization can be measured very accurately because a variation

of <J> of two angular degrees corresponds with a relative change of the mean
-3magnetization of 10 . As <t> is constant within the statistical spread in this

time interval and as i t has the same value as before reversal, we conclude that

the reversed regions only occupy a small fraction of the volume. The statist ics

in <]>(t) allows a maximum effective thickness of 0.13 ym at a field of 630 Am"

to be present.

At t . the reversed regions have stretched in the z-direction across the

entire s l i t height, and the lateral expansion of the reversed regions continues.
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The lateral expansion might have started already at t . The length |D|

decreases in the interval T_. towards zero due to the depolarization caused

by the growing regions. This can be understood when the beam

is thought to be divided in many small subbeams and when the rotation of the

polarization vector of a small subbeam is followed on its path through a

reversed region and non-reversed material. The beam is polarized along the

x-axis when it enters the sample. The net rotation angle of the subbeam pola-

rization after transmission depends upon the depth of the domain wall of the

reversed region in the material, or in other words upon the subbeam which is

taken. When the polarization rotations of all subbeams within the neutron

slit are averaged, the length IDI of the polarization vector becomes shorter.

From the fact that during T O ,
 D _ is constant we conclude that the flux

^ i zz

components in the xy-plane remain the same during this time interval. We

attribute the finite value of D during T_. to the presence of stray field
ZZ d*\

components in the xy-plane from magnetic poles on the laterally growing

needles. We do not understand the constant level in D . During the lateral
ZZ

growth the value of <b increases slightly, indicating that the effective

layer of reversed magnetization becomes thicker.

At t2 we suppose that the reversed regions meet one another at the surface

of the crystal and join together forming wavy walls more or less parallel to

the crystal surfaces and moving towards the central part of the crystal volume.

Because D increases, the stray fields in the xy plane gradually

vanish, which is consistent with a picture of stretching of the wavy walls

causing a wall shape with less magnetic charge. The value of |D| is about zero

during this time interval due to depolarization by the wavy structure for

reasons similar to those used in the discussion of the depolarization by the

needle-shaped reversed regions. The difference, however, is that the wavy

domain walls in the specimen affect the entire beam passing through the slit,

which explains the lower value of |D|. It should be noted that the neutron beam

is fully depolarized by walls with a wave amplitude of 5 pmor more I The cross

section of the crystal leg drawn in fig. 1 schematically indicates this stage

of the magnetization reversal, where the black area has its magnetization

reversed. As the length |D| of the polarization vector is almost zero, the

rotation angle $ can not be measured. In fig. 4 this shows up as a random be-

haviour of <J> in the time interval T-j2»

In the time interval T,_ the value of |D| increases and the rotation angle

ty exhibits at this applied field 3.5 full rotations around the z-axis. The

time dependent rotation is caused by two 180 degree walls according to the

sandwich model. The sense of the rotation of the polarization vector in the ou-
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ter layers is opposite to the sense of rotation in the center. In this way the

resulting rotation angle is observed to be time-dependent in the interval T/o»

while the walls move towards each other and stretch.

At a time, ti, a small dip is observed in D . The origin of this decrease
zz

of Dzz is not quite clear. The dip occurs just before the reversal process

is completed. Most probably it is connected with the annihilation of the walls,

when they meet in the center of the bulk. Just before annihilation takes place

the walls are still not flat as there is still a finite depolarization obser-

vable from |D|. In some parts of the specimen the walls will vanish later than

in other parts. In this way regions will be formed when the reversal is com-

pleted, which may carry some magnetic charge and cause stray fields giving rise

to some depolarization as measured by D .
5

Besides another explanation can be given, in which the assumption is made

that the walls, after being formed from the reversal regions, are patched with

pieces with right or left handed turning magnetization. When the walls meet,

some pieces will attract one another and vanish, whereas other pieces will

repel each other, and hence have a longer life time. The repelling forces may

cause some magnetic poles and stray fields which depolarize Dzz.

At time tcj the reversal has been completed. The values of the constant
g

levels in D . D and Dzz agree with those obtained in a static experiment

with the crystal saturated in the z-direction. During the time interval T,2

those stages of the magnetization reversal process take place, after which the

sandwich model is named. It appears as if two slices of bread become thicker

at the expense of the dressing between the slices.

At fields larger than 50 Am the rotation of the polarization vector due to

the applied field can not be neglected. This rotation as a function of the

applied field has been measured in a static experiment and it has been sub-

tracted from the measured rotation <|> in the interpretation of the magnetization

reversal. An additional remark concerns the reproducibility in time of the

measured reversals in view of the periodic data acquisition. The reproducibili-

ty is guaranteed by the observation of sharp oscillations in the time spectra,

because in case of non-reproducibility small deviations should have smeared

out the oscillations.

4. Field dependence of the time spectra

4.1. Duration of the magnetization reversal stages.

An important aspect of the analysis of the time spectra is to investigate

how the various characteristic time intervals vary with the applied magnetic

If-
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H (A/m)

10*

Fig. 5. Log-log plot of several times of duration T of distinct reversal stages,

as defined in the text,as a function of the magnetic field applied. The

straight lines have been fitted through the measured points.

field Ha. In fig. 5 the duration T of several stages of the magnetization

reversal is shown on a log-log plot against H in the field range between

180 and 3100 A/m. The measured duration times have not been corrected for the

time resolution of 10 Us, because almost all of them are more than twice as

large. The duration of the growth of the reversed regions in the z-direction

at the crystal surface denoted by T1f) appears to be inversely proportional to

the applied field: T n&o H — . If we assume that between t and t the

reversed regions stretch mainly in the z-direction parallel to the s l i t over i ts

entire height (5 mm) without forming chains with other regions a wall mobility

of (0. ll+0.05)ms /Am is calculated. This mobility is about 150 times larger

than the wall mobility of a straight 180° wall obtained at fields below 40

Am . The measured mobility agrees very well with the result of 0.10 ms /Am
13

calculated by Landau and Lifschitz for pure relaxation damping. Another indi-

cation for relaxation is the dependence of T.» on the inverse applied field.

We attribute the large mobility to a lack of eddy current drag in the case of

surface nucleation and hence relaxation effects may become important.

The duration !„ of the lateral growth of the reversed regions appears to be

inversely proportional to the applied field squared: T__COH — as shown

in fig. 5. The duration of the total reversal time !-« is found to depend upon
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the applied field to the power -(1.3+0.05). The stretching times T-2 and T,2»

wich have been given separately in fig. 6, depend upon the applied field to the

power -(1.8+0.2) and -(1.1+0.2), respectively.

The origin of the power laws observed is not altogether clear as yet. The

dependence of Tj.. on the field applied agrees with the relaxation theory . The

dependence of T_n on H observed in our experiments does not agree with data

available in the literature ' ' . The field dependence of the durations of

the lateral growth denoted by X^Q in fig. 5 is almost the same as that of the

stretching process denoted by T32 in fig. 6. It is likely therefore that both

processes obey the same dynamics. It can also be seen in fig. 5 that at 200

Am and below the magnetization reversal is almost entirely governed by

lateral growth only, while at high fields the time during which the length and

lateral growth of the surface domains takes place is about the same. This lends

support to the picture that at fields of about 200 Am" the sandwich structure

is formed later than at high fields due to the relatively larger expansion of

4 6 103 2 K 6 10*

Fig. 6. Duration times, or stretching times T 3 2 and T ^ of the wavy walls in the

sandwich model,as a function of the magnetic field applied. The straight

line has been fitted through the measured points.

the nuclei perpendicular to the surface. Moreover, at higher fields most pro-

bably more nuclei than at 200 Am" start the reversal, giving a formation of

the wavy walls nearer to the surfaces.

The dynamics of the wavy walls in the interior of the specimen can be

studied by considering the spectra of <j) in the time interval T_,. In the follo-

wing interpretation of the wall motion according to the sandwich model it has
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been assumed that the two walls vanish in the central layer of the crystal.

From the measured <f)(t) the position x(t) of one of the wavy walls as function

of time can be determined because 2ir rotation of the polarization vector cor-

responds with a travelling distance of the wavy wall over 10,7 ym. From x(t)

the velocity v(t) as function of time is calculated, and hence the velocity

of the wavy wall as function of the distance to the center v(x) follows.

The results are shown in fig. 7. The wall velocity has been given as a

function of the normalised distance to the central layer (x /d) where x is

the distance to the center and d the crystal thickness. These velocities have

been obtained at different field strengths as tabulated in the figure. The

results are in good agreement with earlier experiments with the same crystal .

1200

Fig. 7. Velocity of the domain wall in the final stages described by the sand-

wich model,as a function of the normalized distance to the center

x /d with the applied magnetic field as a parameter (d = 0.26 mm). The

full lines have been fitted through the measured points.

It can be seen in fig. 7 that the velocity increases linearly with the

distance from the center and that the increase is most pronounced at the

higher applied fields. As the velocity of the wavy walls can only be calcu-

lated when <|> varies by 2TT periods in the time spectra the wall velocity in the

outer layers of the crystal can not be obtained. Moreover, the time resolution

of 10 ys inhibits the detection of wall velocities faster than 1.10 ms

The retardation in the wall motion is attributed to the increasing shiel-

ding effect of the eddy currents. Another reason may be the varying inter-

action between the approaching walls. The results of these effects are demon-

strated in fig. 8 by the decrease in effective wall mobility as a function of

(x /d) as calculated from the velocities and applied fields in fig. 7. The ef-

fective wall mobility obtained decreases linearly with the distance of the wall
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0.8

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Fig. 8. Effective mobility of the wavy wall in the final stages described by

the sandwich model as a function of the normalised distance x /d to
w

the center of the crystal as calculated from the results of fig. 7.

The full line is a best fit to the data points and it extrapolates

linearly to the mobility at the surface y • The curved lines are
15 S

calculated by Ekstein with different values of the quotient
(y /p) (p: resistivity)
s

with respect to the center. By linear extrapolation to (x /d) = 0.5 a wall
-1 -1 w

mobility at the surface y = (0.68+0.03)mms /Am is found. This value is
s *~™"

equal to the mobility of a straight 180 degree wall found in low field expe-
9

riments . The effective mobility y as a function of the normalised distance to

the center (x /d) is given by:
w

X X

y ( -£ ) = u + O(( ~ ) - 0.5 ) (3)

with y = 0.68 + 0.03 mms /Am
s ~" - 1 - 1

and a = 1.16 _+ 0.06 tnms /Am .

The observed decrease in effective wall mobility has been translated into

a decrease of the effective field by eddies disregarding the interaction

between approaching walls. Assuming an effective mobility, which is constant

through the crystal and defined by an effective field Hg = (Hfl - HQ- H g c ) ,

and using expression (3) the e.c field is given by:
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with the value of a and y given in formula 3.
s 15

The results of fig. 8 have been compared with the calculations of Ekstein

and Williams, Shockley and Kittel (WSK). With the former the effective mobili-

ty of a straight wall after the formation stage can be obtained as a function

of the normalised distance to the center. The result has been given in fig. 8

for two values of the quotient (y /p), with p the resistivity of iron silicon.
s

The parameters have been u'nosen such that the curves pass the \i value at the

surface in fig. 8. The calculated mobilities according to Ekstein do not agree

with the measured results presented here. Moreover, if we take the collapsing

cylinder model of WSK, the effective mobility is calculated to have a minimum

at R/2.72 with R the radius of the collapsing cylinder. If we take R = 130 ym,

the minimum at 48 ym((x /d) = 0.18) is 0.20 ms~]/Am~]. the mobility at the

surface and in the center is calculated by WSK to be much larger than measured.

In conclusion we can say that none of these calculations gives a good des-

cription of our experimental results. The discrepancies may be due to the

wavy character of the walls we have studied. However, from the finite length

|D| observed between t^ and t$ it can be concluded that the wall is rather

straight with a maximum differance in amplitude of 5 ym in the part of the

crystal exposed to the neutrons. The curvature across the slit width of the

collapsing cylinder according to WSK is much larger, so that this model is not

applicable to our experiment. The differences with the effective mobilities

given by Ekstein may have two reasons. Firstly at the surface of our crystal j
i.

the walls have a wavy structure while the equations of Ekstein hold for a '
straight wall. Secondly the interaction between two approaching walls in the

!
center has been neglected by Ekstein.

5. Intermediate applied fields

The magnetization reversal at fields below 18 Am takes place in our

crystal by the motion of a single wall across the thickness of the leg from

the outer edge of the leg towards the inner one and vice versa. In the field

range between 18 and 40 Am wall break down has been observed, but mobility

measurements indicate that after wall break a new wall is formed untill it

breaks again a.s.o. Above 40 Am the measurements indicate that the nucle-

ation of reversed regions starts at many sites on the surfaces of the crystal.

These observations have been described in a previous paper .
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The wall reversal processes above about 470 Am have been discussed in

the previous sections and can be described with the sanwich model. In order

to study the reversal at the applied magnetic fields intermediate between

the high and low ones with an overlap with the former, we have performed ex-

periments at 94, 187, 314 and 470 Am . The further experimental conditions are

the same as those used at the high fields.

H = 94 A/m
a

187 A/m 3U A/m 470 A/m

0 32 64 96 0 32 64 96 O 32 64 96

TIME
O 32 64 96 128

Fig. 9. Time spectra of D , |D|and (f> of the magnetization reversal at the
-I

intermediate fields between 94 and 470 Am . The distinct stages of

the magnetization reversal process are denoted by t , t. and t?, and

explained in the text. Note the various time scales, which differ

between 94 and 470 Am by more than a factor of 20.

The measured spectra are given in fig. 9. Now the distinct stages of the

reversal process are discerned by characteristic changes of |D| instead of

D . The time that field reversal starts is denoted by t and at time t. the
Z Z O •£

reversal has been completed as it follows from the time spectrum of (f>. The

measured spectra show a decrease of |D| at t| while during the time between

t and t the length |D| is constant at a level slightly lower than that

before the reversal started. The depolarization coefficient D changes simul-
zz

taneously as after t . a further decrease in D has been observed. When |D|
j zz

has reached its minimum value, D begins to increase to the same level as
2 2 _ j

before the reversal. At fields higher than 470 Am the constant level of depo-

larization between t and t , has not been observed as |D| decreases at that

fields continuously.98
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The duration of the intervals (t j- t ) and ( t , - t ) (total reversal time)

has been log-log plotted as a function of the applied field H in fig. 10.

The measured points lie on straight lines. It appears that (t]-tQ) and (t2 -tQ)

depend on H to the power -(2.0+0.5) and -(1.5+0.15) respectively.
Si wmm "~~

2-

10*

6

In
3- 2-

S 64

2

10*

Fig.10. Log-log plot of the duration time (t,-t ) as a function of the field
I o

applied in the intermediate reversal model. This model is sketched

in the right part of the figure by means of the cross section of

the leg of the picture frame with in the leg the expanding

cylindrical domain.

The depolarizations observed are explained by means of a model which

we call the intermediate reversal model. In this model it is assumed that

only a few nuclei start growing somewhere outside the diaphragm on the crystal

surface. The nuclei expand with a shape that looks like a half cylinder with

its axis parallel to the z-axis (figs. 1 and 10). During the expansion the

reversed region is supposed to keep its half cylindrical shape untill its

domain wall reaches the opposite surface of the crystal. Hereafter the remaining

wall may stretch somewhat during its motion through the crystal leg. The situ-

ation at the time of passage of the wall in front of the slit has been

sketched in fig. 10.

During the time that the half cylinder has not reached the slit some magne-

tic charge and stray fields are likely to exist in the part of the leg trans-

mitted by the neutron beam. They depolarize the beam as observed in B^ and |D|

between t and t,. When the cylinder wall reaches the slit the neutron beam
o 1 •

will be depolarized due to the shape of the wall, as seen by the strong decrease

of |D| and a further decrease of Dzz after tj.At time t2 the wall has passed

the diaphragm.
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The described intermediate reversal model has been proposed because of the

dependence of (t.-t ) on the applied field. It appears that this dependence is

very similar to the field dependence of T20 at high fields. Hence, it is sug-

gested that the lateral expansion in the intermediate field region is described

by the same wall dynamics as the lateral expansion of the reversed regions at

high fields. Moreover, the result of low fields experiments ' , indicating that

one or two moving walls reverse the magnetization also gives some justification

for the use of the intermediate reversal model proposed. Clearly the number of

nuclei from which the reversal starts is field dependent and in the low and

intermediate field region only one or two nuclei are triggered. The duration

of the total reversal may satisfy the same power law as at high fields. The

value of the length of the polarization vector |D| at the minimum at the

moment of wall passage depends upon the field applied. This may be due to a

difference in wall shape, if we assume the number of walls constant. The

levels of |D | before and after reversal as a function of the applied field

appear to be shifted to a lower value at the low fields of 94 and 187 Am .
g

This agrees with the results of low field region experiments which indicate

that the walls after break down leave some regions with non-reversed magneti-

zation behind.

6. Conclusion

The newly developed three dimensional time-dependent neutron depolarization

technique has appeared to be very usefull studying the eddy current limited

magnetization reversal in the entire volume of the specimen. The measurements

at fields in the range between 180 and 3100 Am on a picture frame FeSi

single specimen could be interpreted by distinguishing several stages, some of
3 13

which can be explained in terms of the sandwich model. Pure spin relaxation

probably is the prevailing mechanism of the growth in length of the surface

domains during the first stage of the magnetization reversal process measured.

The measured effective wall mobility of the wavy walls in later stages of the

reversal can be understood on the base of an eddy current shielding of the

applied field and a possible interaction between walls. The mobility at the

surface is identical to the mobility of a 180 degree domain wall observed in
9

the same crystal at low applied field previously.

Further investigations should be made of both the relaxation controlled

reversal stage at the beginning of the reversal process, and of the origin of

the power laws found, which describe the time duration of distinct stages

of the reversal process as a function of the applied field. The discrepancies
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3 15with theoretical predictions ' of the shielding of the applied field by

eddies, and the geometry of the wall at the intermediate field region require

further study. The precise shape of the domains within the entire volume of

the specimen during reversal and the total number of participating nuclei as

a function of the applied field are very important for a further interpreta-

tion of the results obtained. The time resolution of 10 ys obtained has been

sufficient for the processes studied, although it is the limiting factor when

higher fields are applied.
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SUMMARY

The three dimensional neutron depolarization technique, which gives detai-

led information about the static properties of ferromagnetic materials, has

been extended to a method by means of which the time dependence of magnetic

phenomena can be studied. The measurement of the neutron depolarization against

time is made possible by applying a periodical magnetic field on' the investiga-

ted specimen and by continuous sampling of the transmitted neutron intensity

in time channels, which are started synchronously with the applied field.

The details of the experimental set-up, the computer controlled electronic

system and the process program for fully automated three dimensional time-

dependent neutron depolarization measurements are given. The optimal time re-

solution obtained is 8 us and the frequencies of the applied field ranges
-2 5 ^

from 10 up to 10 Hz.

The misalignments of the polarizing and analysing directions with res-

pect to a reference system of axes can be measured with the computer control-

led experimental set-up. Corrections on the polarization adjustment are

calculated by the presented calibration procedure, resulting in a maximal

misalignment of one angular degree.

The three dimensional time-dependent neutron depolarization technique

has been used in the study of the magnetic domain structure at room tempera-

ture of a (010) [001] picture frame FeSi single crystal (3.5 wt.% Si) with

outer dimensions of (15x10x0.26)mm and a frame width of 2.78 mm. The static

domain structure of the picture frame has been verified by visual observation

through a microscope applying the magneto-optic Kerr effect and it consists

of large domains seperated by 180 and 90 degree walls only. The spontaneous

magnetic induction of the picture frame of 2.05 Vsm has been measured by

means of a static neutron depolarization experiment. The coercive force of

the picture frame equals 4Am . Laue diffraction experiments with the pic-

ture frame reveal the high quality of the crystal with little surface defor-

mation and a crystallographic orientation within 0.3 angular degree parallel

to the cubic dimensions.

According to the results of preliminary time-dependent neutron depolariza-

tion experiments the study of the reversal processes in the picture frame is

divided into experiments at low (<40 Am ), high (>A70 Am ) and intermedi-

ate applied field. The magnetic field has been applied block or rectangularly

shaped with rise and fall times smaller than the time resolution used.

At an applied field smaller than 27 Am the picture frame magnetization in a

long leg is reversed by the uniform motion of one 180 degree domain wall

spanning the crystal from surface to surface.

it

i
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Applying fields with a strength between 27 and 40 Am two walls reverse

the leg magnetization, starting from the edges of the leg and returning, ;~.

after field reversal, towards the edges. ' •

The wall velocity as a function of the applied field has been measured

for fields below 40 Am and from the results the mobility u. could be ,-';

calculated: (i = (0.68 - 0.07) mms~1/Am~1 in the outer part and (0.81 - «;

0.08) mms /Am in the part of the leg close to the central hole. The |,

measured dynamic coercive force is (3 - 0.5) Am . These values agree with j,

calculations and experimental data presented by various authors.

Above 18 Am the measurements indicate that the wall breaks up leaving

regions with non-reversed magnetization behind. After wall break down a new

wall is formed untill it breaks again, and so on. The critical field of

18 Am agrees with the upper limit of bowing of a wall in steady state

motion calculated by Carr.

The wall deformation during motion increases slightly with the field

applied. However, the wall bowing during the steady state motion does not

span the entire crystal leg as assumed by Bishop and Carr. The deformation

of the wall most probably consists of a combination of tilting and wall

bowing. It is likely that wall bowing takes place around imperfections with

a mutual distance much smaller than the crystal thickness.

For the measurements in the high field region above 470 Am"1 a current

pulse amplifier has been built, creating magnetic field pulses with a fall |

time of 1.4 us, an amplitude up to 3100 Am and an adjustable pulse width i

and repetition rate. 5

From the time-dependent neutron depolarization measurements it is con- j

eluded that the magnetization reversal of the picture frame in the high field

range can be described by several distinct stages.

The magnetization reversal starts with the growth in length (in the

direction of the applied field) of regions with reversed magnetization.

These regions grow at the crystal surfaces, because eddy currents prevent

the reversal in the bulk. The measured mobility f=(0.11-0.05)ms~/Am" of the

length growth and the dependence of the duration of this process upon the f

field applied indicate that spin relaxation according to Landau and Lifschitz |

is the damping mechanism in the first stage. $

The lateral growth of the halfcylindrical reversed regions takes more |

time than the length growth and it continues untill neighbouring regions join ?

together. Now wavy 180 degree walls are formed more or less parallel to the

crystal surfaces (sandwich model).
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The wavy walls move towards the center of the leg and during their motion

they stretch. The magnetization reversal is completed when the wavy walls

meet each other and annihilate.

The time duration of the distinct stages as a function of the field

applied is described by power laws. With the exception of the growth in

length in the first stage, the origin of these power laws is not clear as

yet. The found relations do not agree with data available from literature.

The time duration of the lateral expansion of the reversed regions at the

surfaces depends on the applied field in the same way as the first stretching

stage of the wavy walls. It is concluded that both processes obey the same

dynamics. At the lower fields of the high field range the lateral growth of

the reversed surface regions reverses most of the magnetization. At the very

high applied fields the time duration of the length and lateral growth of the

surface region is about the same.

The velocity of a wavy wall could be measured as a function of its position

in the crystal leg and as a function of the applied field. The found retarda-

tion of the wavy wall during its inward motion and the decrease in effective

mobilityu. are attributed to an increase of the eddy current fields and to

the interaction of approaching walls. The effective mobility as a function of

(x /d) (with x the distance to the center and d the crystal thickness) is
w w -1 -1 +

given by: \* = (i + ̂ (x^d - 0.5) with n =(0.68 ± 0.03)mms /Am and <x = l. 16-0.06

mms /Am . The value of ji found by linear extrapolation to the surface is

identical to the mobility of a 180 degree wall in the low field range. The

measured eddy current shielding does not agree with the results of model

calculations presented by Ekstein and Williams e.a.

Preliminary measurements have been performed in the intermediate field

range between 40 and 487 Am . The results indicate that the magnetization

reversal is described by the so called intermediate reversal model in which

a few cylindrical domains are growing radially reversing the magnetization.

It,

I"i
I !
I'
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SAMENVATTING

De drie dimensionale neutronen depolarisatie techniek geeft gedetailleerde

informatie over de statische eigenschappen van ferromagnetische materialen.

De statische techniek is uitgebreid tot een meetmethode waarmee het mogelijk

is de dynamische (tijdsafhankelijke) eigenschappen van het magnetisme te

bestuderen. Tijdsafhankelijke neutronen depolarisatie metingen zijn mogelijk

geworden door een uitbreiding van de apparatuur, waarmee een onderzocht

sample periodiek gemagnetiseerd kan worden en waarmee de neutronen intensiteit

wordt bemonsterd in tijdskanalen die synchroon met het opgelegde veld worden

gestart.

De bijzonderheden van de meetopstelling, het computer gestuurd electronisch

systeem en het procesprogramma voor volledig geautomatiseerde driedimensionale

tijdsafhankelijke neutronen depolarisatie metingen worden toegelicht. De

bereikte tijdsresolutie is 8 us en het frequentiebereik van het magnetisch
-2 5

veld strekt zich uit over zeven decaden van 10 tot 10 Hz.

De miswijzingen van de polarisatie en analysatie richtingen ten opzichte

van een referentie assenstelsel kunnen worden gemeten met de computer

gestuurde apparatuur. Een calibratie procedure wordt gegeven waarmee de mis-

wij zingen berekend en gereduceerd worden tot minder dan een graad.

De driedimensionale tijdsafhankelijke neutronen depolarisatie techniek

is gebruikt in het onderzoek aan de magnetische domeinstructuur bij

kamertemperatuur in een (010) [001] raamvormig eenkristal van FeSi

(3.5 gew.%Si) met buitenafmetingen van (15x10x0.26)mm en een lijst- of

beenbreedte van 2.78 mm. De statische domeinstructuur van het raamkristal is

ter control« visueel waargenomen met een microscoop gebruikmakend van het

magneto-optische Kerr effect. De domeinstructuur bestaat uit grote domeinen

onderling gescheiden door enkel en alleen 180 en 90 graden wanden. De verza-

digingsmagnetisatie van het raamkristal bedraagt 2.05Vsm en is gemeten in

een statisch neutronen depolarisatie experiment. Het coërcitiefveld van het

raamkristal is 4 Am . Laue diffractie experimenten aan het raamkristal

tonen aan dat het kristal van hoge kwaliteit is met weinig oppervlakte

deformatie en een kristallografische oriëntatie, die binnen 0.3 graad even-

wijdig is met de kubische richtingen van het kristal.

Oriënterende tijdsafhankelijke neutronen depolarisatie experimenten met

betrekking tot de omkeerprocessen van de magnetisatie in het raamkristal

toonden aan dat de experimenten opgesplitst kunnen worden in experimenten

bij laag «40 Am ), hoog (>470 Am ) en intermediair opgelegd veld. Het

magnetisch veld was blokvormig of rechthoekig van vorm met stijg- en
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daaltijden korter dan de gebruikte tijdsresolutie.

Bij een opgelegd veld kleiner dan 27 Am wordt de magnetisatie in een

lang been van het raamkristal omgekeerd door de eenparige beweging van

slechts één 180 graden wand dwars door het kristal. Bij opgelegde velden

tussen 27 en 40 Am keren twee wanden de magnetisatie om; de wanden

vertrekken ieder vanaf de randen van het been en keren hier weer terug nadat

het veld is omgekeerd.

De wandsnelheid als functie van het opgelegd veld is gemeten bij

velden kleiner dan 40 Am .De wandbeweeglijkheid u kon hieruit worden

afgeleid: u-= (0.68 - 0.07)mms /Am in het meer naar buiten gelegen deel

en (0.81 - 0.08)mms /Am in het deel van het kristalbeen dicht bij het

centrale gat. De gemeten dynamische coërcitieve veldsterkte bedraagt

(3 - 0.5) Am" . Deze waarden stemmen overeen met herekeninpen en experi-

mentele resultaten eepubliceerd door meerdere auteurs..

Bij velden groter dan 18 Am tonen de metingen aan dat de wand

opbreekt en gebieden achter laat met niet omgekeerde magnetisatie. Uadat de

wand is gebroken, wordt er een nieuwe wand gevormd totdat deze breekt,

enzovoorts. Het kritisch veld van 18 Am stemt overeen met de maximale

grens voor buiging van een wand met constante vorm en snelheid, zoals

berekend door Carr.

De vervorming van de wand gedurende de beweging neemt geleidelijk toe

met toenemend opgelegd veld. De wandbuiging overspant echter niet de

gehele dikte van het kristalbeen zoals aangenomen door Bishop en Carr. De

wanddeformatie bestaat zeer waarschijnlijk uit een combinatie van buiging

en kanteling. Vermoedelijk treedt wandbuiging op rond imperfecties met een

onderlinge afstand kleiner dan de kristaldikte.

Ten behoeve van de metingen bij velden groter dan 470 Am werd een

stroompulsversterker gebouwd, die magnetische veldpulsen opwekt met een

daaltijd van 1.4 as, een amplitude van maximaal 3100 Am en een

instelbare pulsduur en herhalingsfrequentie.

Uit de tijdsafhankelijke neutronen depolarisatiemetingen kan worden

afgeleid dat het omkeerproces van de magnetisatie van het raamkristal in het

hoogveldgebied beschreven kan worden door verschillende fasen.

Het omkeren van de magnetisatie neemt een aanvang met de lengtegroei

(in de richting van het opgelegd veld) van gebieden met omgekeerde

magnetisatie.

Deze gebieden groeien dicht bij en aan het oppervlak, omdat wervelstromen de

magnetisatie-omkeer van het inwendige verhinderen. De gemeten mobiliteit

^= (0.11 - 0.05) ms /Am" van de lengtegroei en de veld afhankelijkheid van
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de duur van dit proces tonen aan dat spinrelaxatie volgens Landau en

Lifschitz het dempingsmechanisme is in de eerste fase. De oppervlakte

gebieden groeien uit tot halfcilinders.

De breedtegroei van de halfcilindervormige gebieden duurt langer dan de

lengtegroei en de breedtegroei zet zich voort totdat naast elkaar gelegen

gebieden elkaar ontmoeten. Op dat moment worden 180 graden wanden gevormd

min of meer evenwijdig met de kristaloppervlak (het dubbele-boterhammodel).

De golvende wanden bewegen zich naar het centrum van het been en gedurende

hun beweging worden de wanden vlakker. Het omkeren van de magnetisatie is

voltooid als de golvende wanden elkaar ontmoeten en in het niets verdwijnen.

De tijdsduur van de verschillende fasen als functie van het opgelegd veld

wordt beschreven door machtswetten. Het uitzondering van de lengtegroeifase

in het begin is de oorzaak van deze machtswetten op het moment niet duidelijk.

De gemeten relaties stemmen niet overeen met literatuurgegevens.

De tijdsduur van de breedtegroei van de gebieden met omgekeerde magneti-

satie aan de oppervlakken hangt op dezelfde manier af van het opgelegd veld als

de eerste fase van het vlakker worden van de golvende wanden. De conclusie

is dat beide processen onderhevig zijn aan dezelfde dynamica. Bij de kleinere

veldsterkten van het hoogveldgebied neemt de breedtegroei van de gebieden

aan het oppervlak het grootste deel van de magnetisatie omkeer voor zijn

rekening. Bij de allerhoogste velden duren de lengte- en breedte groei

van de oppervlakte gebieden ongeveer even lang.

De snelheid van een golvende wand kon gemeten worden als functie van de

positie van de wand in het kristalbeen en als functie van het opgelegd veld.

De gemeten vertraging van de golvende wand gedurende de naar het centrum

gerichte beweging en de afname van de effectieve beweeglijkheid p e worden

toegeschreven aan een toename van de wervelstromen en aan de interactie van

elkaar naderende wanden. De effectieve mobiliteit als functie van

(met x de afstand tot het centrum van het been en d de kristaldikte) wordt
w + —1 —1

gegeven door u =u. +<x(xw/d - 0.5) waarin u- = (0.68 - 0.03)mms /Am en

o(= 1.16 - 0.06 mms /Am . De waarde vanju. zoals gevonden door lineaire

extrapolatie naar het oppervlak is gelijk aan de beweeglijkheid van een 180

graden wand in het laag veld gebied. De gemeten afscherming door wervel-

stromen stemt niet overeen met de resultaten van model berekeningen gegeven

door Ekstein en Williams e.a.
Voorbereidende metingen werden uitgevoerd in het intermediair veld gebied

tussen 40 en 487 Ara" . De resultaten tonen aan dat de magnetisatie omkeer

wordt beschreven met het zogenaamde intermediair omkeer model waarin een

paar cilindervormige domeinen de magnetisatie omkeren door middel van

diktegroei.
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ERRATA

pg. 7, 1st col., 2nd par., 2 n d line:

"polarizer-analyzer" should be: "polarizing and analysing"

pg. 14, ref. 4: D.S. Rodbell, C.^. Bean

PS- 7, 2 n d col., 1st par. Ist line:

"analyzator-polarizator" should be: "analysing and polarizing"

pg. 8, 2 n d col., last line: "have" should be: "has"
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STELLINGEN F.J. van Schaik

1. De tijdsafhankelijke driedimensionale neutronendepolarisatie techniek is

een bijzonder waardevolle methode om de dynamica van domeinwanden en magne-

tisatie processen in geleidende materialen te onderzoeken.

2. De optimale conditie waaronder de dynamica van magnetische domeinwanden in

geleidende materialen onderzocht kan worden is die, waarbij het opgelegd

magnetisch veld gedurende de wandbeweging constant van grootte en richting

is.

3. De door Mende en Mader gemeten waarden voor de snelheid en beweeglijkheid

van een 180 domeinwand in een FeSi raamkristal zijn onjuist en berusten

vermoedelijk op een verkeerde interpretatie van hun metingen.

H.H. Mende en A. Mader, Physica 80B(1975)397.

4. De conclusies van het interim rapport van de commissie "Rechtpositie weten-

schappelijk medewerker in tijdelijke dienst" moeten beter verwerkt worden

in het personeels- en onderzoekbeleid aan universiteit en hogeschool.

Nota omtrent de problematiek rondom de "doorstromer" in universiteit- en

hogeschoolgemeenschap, VAWO-VISIE, 8.3(1976)40.

5. De problemen ontstaan bij de doorstroming van wetenschappelijk medewerkers

in vaste dienst aan universiteiten, hogescholen en instituten, kunnen niet

opgelost worden door het creëren van doorstroomplaatsen voor promovendi in

tijdelijke dienst.

6. Het door de overheid bestempelen van bepaalde gebieden tot nieuwe woonkernen,

ook wel groeikernen genaamd, en het niet zorgen voor adequate verbindingen

met deze gebieden, getuigt van een slecht beleid.

7. De openbare verlichting van de verkeersruit rondom Rotterdam dient ter

bevordering van de verkeersveiligheid bij een hoger daglichtniveau ontstoken,

casu quo gedoofd te worden.

8. De stijgende onkosten van WA-autoschadeverzekeringen kunnen beter bestreden

worden door de uitkering in geval van materiele schade te verlagen dan door

de premie te verhogen.



9. De aanwijzingen voor promotor en promovendus zoals opgenomen in het promotie-

reglement dienen In die zin gewijzigd te worden, dat het voortaan toegestaan

is dankbetuigingen aan promotor(en) en leermeester(s) in het proefschrift op

te nemen.

Aanwijzing 6, promotiereglement T.H. Delft, 20 maart 1978.
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